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INTRODUCTION. 
Hr. J. s. Mill had a cherished r~mbition to writP- an ~thology 
which should be a Science of Morals. W11enever one undertakes to 
trace the relations of creed and conduct, of civilization and 
religion unde-:_· the creat system o~ tl1e Salfumuni he wishes for an 
ethology in which he micht find sugeestions and points of comparison. 
In the concrete study of how far the ethics o~ a powerfUl religious 
system have proved commensurate with the development of the race, 
one is in danger of beinc lost in :the cor:1plex and cotmter currents 
that are constantly met. This Thesis is no ambitious attemvt at 
an ethology of Buddhism but is limited to a study and observation 
o:f Southern Buddhism. It aims to show that the theoretical ethics 
of th E"> ~y!';:tem seem to have fallen short of the requirements of the 
ethical and relifious nature o:f man; and that this is shown by 
the practical beliefs that have arisen that are not consistent with 
the teachint; of scholastic Buddhism. There is a pious custom 
among the worshippers of Buddha in Burma, to t.IJ.8.ke pilr;rimages :from 
shrine to shrine and :from pa&oda to :rat;oda as if' the restless spirit 
werA etill u r. satisfied. This has seemed at times typical o:f the 
outreaching o:f Buddhists to other systems to auprllement or com:plete 
that 'tVhich is lackinc in their own. And herein is one conn-nendable 
feature o:f the p-eat system. It permits this ~orthreachi~. It 
has never been adverse to eoleoticiam ••••• Stftllcline in tlle sllade o:f 
an immense old manto tree and discussi~ religion with a teacher 
of BUddhism he turned to me and said, "Look, please, at that tree. 
It has many branches but only one ~runk, one basa. Yonder branch 
loaded with f'ruit ie your Christianity. This nearer branch, also 
f'l"Ui tbearing, is nw Buddhism; the other branches are other expres-
sions of religion but they all opring from the same. They are all 
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:from one source and are all good. The figure may contain dangerous 
fallacies but at least conveys the fact that the Buddhist is able 
to find ,ood in other systems and his is no cast iron form that 
excludes all else. 
Sketch of the Founder. 
Two facts are accepted by all. Buddhism arose in India. And 
its Founder l"Tas Guatama, Prince Sidclartha, an Ayran and of the 
Sakya clan. Apart f'l'om the later legends that have gathered about 
his life and work the sources on which we depend are exceedingly 
meagre. A sketch of tl1e :first Z6 years o~ his lif'e has been 
translated by Rhys Davids, in the Budr1ha Birth Stories. A much 
tuller biography has been translated by Bishop Bigandet. This 
carries the history down to Guatama 1 s death. A third tradition 
is translated in a book on Siamese Buddhism by Jw. Ala.~~ster. But 
a f'ew f'acte may btt relied upon. His birthJilace was Kapila-vastu. 
This city lies n~_rer 100 miles northwest :from Benares. All Buddhists 
accept Benares as their sacred city. In the tradition he is the 
son ot: a Kin&, Thoodaudana, and his mother is the beautif'Ul Maia. 
At least, we accept that he was the son of the head of' the Sakya 
fandly and he belonged to the highest ruling caste. He was n~rried 
to his cousin, the beautiful Yasohdra, and to them was born one son, 
Raoula. 
At the age ot: 29 occurred the first great event in his history 
The problem of' l1f'e, especially the nrlsery of' existence, laid 
hold on his mind. He made the treat renunciation and :forsakinc 
:f'r iends, wife, inf'ant son and all that the world had :ror him, he 
became a wandering ascetic. His purpose was to solve the problem 
:for himself and with his knowledt;e to help others to solve it. There 
seems to have been in the valley o:f the Ga~es an ex~ectation that 
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some one would a:p:pear. That when he should come the veils of ignorance 
and misery would be lifted and men should be delivered. Certainly 
it is clear that the life of retreat :for meditation, and of travel 
f'or toachinc was a vocue amcmc Brahmins at that time. Gau.t ama did 
only what others were doin«. It was the most likely~ the 1o~ica1 
way, :for him to choose if he wished to become a benefactor of mankind 
and seek to show them a way of' deliverance. !llere is unanimous 
agreement as to the self renunciation and even self mortification 
of' the creat ascetic. 
He cave the first six years to study. He conferred with 
teachers. He tave himself to meditation. At the end of the six 
years, at the age of 35 he emer~• f'rom his retreat and under the 
Bodi tree at Buddha Gaya, received the enl~hf:ment which constituted 
~~ 
hin a Buddha. 
!hen he went forth to preach and to teach and to establish his 
doctrines. Fo~ 45 years his Budill1aship lasted and duri~ that time 
he had wide opportunity to develop the system and inculcate the 
vievrs of' lif'e that have to date enca~;ed more adherents than any 
other system the world llas known. He made the Great Renunciation 
· because he was dissatist'ied with Brahminical teaching at many ppints. 
He sit aside the trammels of caste and L18.de himsolf independent of' 
the sects, he enforced voluntary poverty and celibacy on the monks 
who followed him. Not only in caste but in his theory of the 
universe, his view of' trans~icration and in reagrd to the final 
destin;,r of man he modified or broke with the olc;l system. 
':/; · 
It is due to the great founder that a spirit of hunmnity and 
liberality has characterized Buddhism and it is asserted that in 
·~ its history no dissenter has been :persecuted. Whether this is 
literally true or not it has historically always forwarded its uork 
not by force but by the legitimate methods or persuasion and 
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presentation of doctrines. These 45 years of Gautarna's life were 
spent in travelling and teachin~. The rainy season of three months 
was tenerally spent in a monaatery or other retreat. During these 
journeys he mv.st have not only taught but developed his system. He 
would meet with and learn all that was best in the knowledt;e o:r 
his day. The priesthood that he organized has been the secret of · 
of much of the power of the religion. And this organization is 
due to the genius o:f Gautama himself. And yet it is well to remember 
that he was a Hindu and that the culture and sytem of his time had 
its important influence on him. While reverint; him for his creatness, 
his love ocr humanit~, his system and his or:Lcinal power, ue shall 
yet do well to remember that •Gautama was born and broutht up and 
lived and died a Hindu. He was the greatest and wisest and best 
of the Hindus." 
Much confusion has prevailed as to the date of' Gautama. But 
the finding of Southern Buddhism may here be accepted. He died at 
the ace of eichty in the year 543 B. c. 
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Northern and Southern Buddhism. 
In the earliest history o:f Buddhism tl1e influence of' the t;reat 
. teacher was still f'elt. Though his principles and the priesthood 
were ns separate f'rom Brahrn~nism as later yet the two systems were 
not at first in the same open antagonism. The rrdsnionary and 
progressive spirit of Budill1ism was most marked in the reign of' 
Asoka. A son o:f this monarch was the eva~eliet of Ceylon. These 
early errdssariea were devout and earnest. No mountain was too high 
to c l imb and no desert too dreary to erose to tell their n-•essace. 
They lllitated the soul-stirring :preaching and self-danyi~ life 
of the founder. !he result was the spread of their reli~ion over 
the greater part of the peninsula f:rom which however it was subse-
quently driven out by the persecutions of the old system of 
/l,;L.. 
Brar.Jninism and :Uahornmedanan conquest·. 
The division between Northern and southern Buclclliisn clatec f'rom 
about the first century of the Christian era. The line of cleavage 
is distinctly r.1arked. The sacred language of Northern Buddhism 
is sanscrit: the sacred langua,e of' southern Budill1ism is Pali. 
Northern Buddhism spread over Tibet, China, Japan, Corea, Nepaul, 
Bhotan, Caslunere. The Southern or Pali Bt1.dcU1ism prevails in Ceylon, 
Burma and.. Siam. ItB pro~ress in Sumatra and .,ava was frustrated 
by the Mohar:anedan :power. 
The I.neaninc of the terms little wheel or vehic~e and creat 
wheel or vehicle conveys the distir ... ction between the two sections. 
The 'l'flleel of doctrine belongs to both. It has to the Buddhist a 
force similar to the cross in the Christian system. But two schools 
grew up. The Aarlier, the Rinayana school of the little wheel, 
represented the . austere side of reli&ious life both in belief and 
:practice. It was marked by simple methods, self'_renunciation 
self-sacTificin~ zealous devotion. Ita forr~ o:f doctrine were 
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simple and linited, its system of asceticism strict, its austere :,_~ 
requirements rigorously exacted. It was puritanical in type and 
spirit. This was the school that did the rllissiona17 work of the 
earlier centuries. This is the Southern Buddhism which remains to 
this day nuch the same as primitive Buddhism in form. 
But later there ~rew up the Mahayana school or the oehool of' 
the reat wheel. This was less exacting in its demands, more 
elaborate in its worship and. doctrines and the expression of' them, 
and given to an excessive speculation. lt too often substituted an 
ecstatic meditation and philosophical speculation f'or a plain 
morality. This school represents Northern Buddhism. 
In p1~actice, in doctrine, in :rllilosophy tl1e two sections came 
to have marked divercences. The southern Buddhism is acknowledged 
univel~ sally to be the more primitive and purest tyJ)e. 
A study of the works of' Bishop Bi andet and of' 1~. Alabaster 
goes f'ar to confirm this view. In Burma nor yet in Siam has 
. 
phq,losophy ever flourished. The ~todif'ications that northern Buclclhist4 
received thro~h philosophical systems have never af'f'ected Pali 
Buddhism. The old system of Hindtlism has never had any considerable 
influence on the banks of' the Irrawady or Cartbodia. China has been 
the great power on the North to both Bur1:a and Siam but Chinese 
Buddhism has been strangely vranting in airessive character. No 
effort seems to have been rr.ade to y;reBs its special f'eatures on 
the countries lyi~ south. Bishop Bi~andet goes s o far as to say, 
• It would seAm that the true form of' Buddhism is to be f'ound in 
Bur:ma, and that a knowledge of that system can only be arrived at 
throuch the study of the relicious books of' Burma, : and by attentively 
observing the reli~ious practice and ceremonies of the people." 
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Resemblance of the Two Sections. 
~e have just noted some of the distinctions between Northern 
and southern Buddhism. But while they differ in li'lany :points there 
is one :point in which they bear conunon witness. Both illustrate 
the fact that the theoretical ethics of Buddhism have been greatly 
modified as a working system. The aim of this thesis is to set 
forth the working elhice of Southern Buddhism as different f:rom and 
modi:f'yinc the underlying principles of the cystem. ·while our 
discussion relates specially to the illustrations found in the system 
of' the little uheel it io interesting to note some of the modifica-
tions in the Northern or Budru1ism of the great vehicle. 
Among these we may note the reverence granted in the province 
of liepaul to the one supreme Buddha called the Adi-Buddha. There has 
been a very :-.atural tendency to find a ~eater or greatest among the 
later ones of the tradition. Nowhere has this tendency taken a 
clearer or more definite shape than in Hepaul. The Adi-Buddlla is 
. 
really only an ancient Buddha. but in the schools such prom~nence 
llas been civen Lim over all others t11at he has come to be regarded 
as an abstraction for Inora.l power or goodness. How this development 
has come about is not elf:tar. Nor is it at all mnif'est that the 
schools teach that he has personality. But the teaching has a 
distinct trend toward unity and supremacy . that suggest monotheiam. 
Indeed it is due to a study of tl1io Ne:paul teachint; that Bunsen 
seems to have formed the mistaken theory that monotheism was to 
be found in Budr::U1ism. SUeh teaching in the schools when po:pularized 
becomes among the co~~n people a great personal deity. The people 
of' the country look at Adi-BudlUla as a personal bei~ over them. 
One writer says, "To him they pray and of'f'er worship and to him they 
lool< as their guardian and guide of all. They rely upon him for 
, _~ 
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protection and salvation, treatine him to all intents and purposes 
as if' he were the highest god, a })ersonal being of unlimited 
uisdom, goodness and power, the ver Y creator and Bllstainel" of the 
world." 
In other sections where Northern BudcJ.llism prevails we have 
respect paid to Amitabha-Budcllla. This is pol}{theistic rather than 
monotheistic but it is hardly less personal. It is quite as 
inconsistent ~ith the teaching of Buddhism as the doctrine of' the 
Adi-Budclha. coupled also with this is the strange tradition of a 
western paradise. This tradition of the western paradise is said 
to have been transmitted by a disciple of the Sakyamuni. It repre-
sents a realm of happiness in which finite persomality continues to 
exist apparently with the in~lication of inmiDrtality. Into this 
tradition of the western paradise the legends have woven all that 
an or iental could conceive of as attractive or fascinating. Nor is 
it sensuous as the nat country but free from evil. A view of the 
:future more antar;onistic to the Nirvana that delivers from all 
existence could hardly be painted. 
And yet again is f'ound teaching that forms an antithesis to 
the law of Karma. This law of Ka1,ma ad.mi ts of' no atlhnement. 
But a curious and ingenious ritual said to have come through the 
Tantra School of Northern Buddhism is mentioned wherein the priest 
in return for offerings is able to secure renussion of' gualt and 
sin. These propitiatory off'erings are even made available for 
deceased friends. 
The above references are to the working of Northern Budclliis~ 
It is a very significant fact that while similar tendencies m:·e 
shown in Southern BUdo~ism as will appear in the thesis y At none of' 
them develop in the same way. Personality is soulht but there is 
no Adi-Buddha, a future life is looked for but there is no western 
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:paradise. It would seem to show that the needs of' the religious 
nature asserted the incOinpletenes s of' the theoretical Buddhism 
in both cases, only voicing the need in dif'f'erent ways. 
In a recent volume by Sir Geor~e Scott, a close observer of' 
all sides of Burman life, custom and religion, he says:- The 
BUclcUlism of China is moclcery and a byword and the monks area shoot ire 
out of the lip./Ja:pan grew up uncler Budcl..hism. The reli~ion is 
·nomuu:ally widespread but among the good points of' Jai>anese JL-~ 
devotionalism is not one, and as BUddhist5 th~J are a mere empty 
name. The Buddhism af Siam is very lax. Most of the Siamese monks 
would be unfrocked if they lived in a Burmese village. The Buddhism 
of' Tibet is a wild travesty, with a hierarchy at one end, which is 
foreign to the teachings of Buddha, and flat devil worship at the 
other. As to the orthpdoxy of the Cingllalese Buddhists there is no 
question. All believers acknowledge it and make pilgrimages to 
Adam's Peak. It is open to dispute whether the Jains, be they 
siyclad ones or the whiterobed ones, are much better than dissenters, 
but their Budill1ism as far as it goes is practical. The BL~mese, of 
course, ~eatly outnumber both the Cinghalese: and Jains, and my, 
therefore, claim to be the strongest body of professing Buddhists 
in the world. It may also be claimed by them Ol" f'or them that they 
rr~st nearly follow the teachin~ of the Buddha. And yet they are 
f~ar :rro:m doing so um .. eservedly." 
One more observation way be made. The f~requent statements of 
the wide prevalence of Bu.dcU1isr.a. are likely to be misleading. In 
China the leading system is Confucianism. To class Chinese as 
simply Buddhists is a mistake. The same holds true in Japan. A 
more judicial estimate would place both Confucianis:o and Hinduism 
as numerically above Buddhism. 
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PART I ••••• THEORY 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CHAPTER I. 
RELIGIOUS BASIS OF BUDDHISM. 
Theor etical Buddhism is such that writer s are often led to 
declare that the system can scarcely claim to be called a reli~ion 
but may be more justlll classed as a system of ethical culture. 
I~ . JIJeverless layint; as~de the fact that today the religious nature of 
~ 
millions finds expression in its doctrines and worship; and without 
building on its later his:tory and developments, all of vrhich point 
strongly to it as a great religion1 we nmy confidently refer to its 
early traditions and teachings as well as to the source whence it 
sprang for evidence on which we are called upon to regard it as 
one of the great religious, one of the strong and n~ked expressions 
of' the religious nature of man. 
TT1o facts are to be borne in mind. Brahmanism is a religion 
and Buddhism sprang f'rom Brahmanism. Uo one disputes the religious 
character of Brahmanism in the days when Buddhism took its rise. 
It uas then as now a e:reat ethnic religion. It had its deitieo, 
ita philosophy of relicion, its priesthood and its ceremonies of 
worship. Buddhism aroee, not as an abandonment or denial of 
religion but as a protest, a relie;ious protest against the abnorm:tl 
and objectionablA features of Braru1~nism. It seeks rather to 
replace one expression of the religious nature by another and one 
set of teaching by another. It is a Protestantism rising up 
against the abuses in the old system and the heroic determination 
to carry to men somethin& better with the same rel~ious end. Its 
'"'"'"' skepticism of' Brahmanism is never to be interpreted as a lJrotest 
or doubt of' religion. There is indeed a common aim in the two 
systems to find escape from the misery and viciss itudes of time to 
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a blissful rest in the eternal but unl~nown future. As to the one 
object or endeavor toward man's existence they were agreed; they 
part company only as to the mode of' attaining the end. Buclclhism 
~--rejects the ceremonies and sacrifices of' Budahiem as invalid and 
emphas i zes the doctrine of' individual salvation not through priestly 
help bUt through personal ef'f'ort and chal"'actel". But the l"'eligious 
basis is the basis of the old system. and Buddhism has its roots in 
the religion of' the Veda and U:panishacls. 
Moreover the whole conduct and life of' the Founder, so far as 
known, and as confirmed or ill ustrated by the legends, point to his 
work as relit;ious. The scenes that aroused him to a sense of" human 
mise17, the visions of~ age, sickness a nd death that led to the 
resolve that sent him forth in the great Renunciation are all born 
of the reli~ious nature. The whole method of' his life and message 
o:f his preachine, seem to me to proclaim that Gautama tho~h a 
teacher, thougll a philoso11her, though a sage, though a philanthropist 
was yet first of all and above all a great RELIGIEUSE. 
Yih ile he does away with tl1e pantheistic deity of' the old 
system and while he acknowledges no creator or sustainer, no 
Providenc e , no judge, yet he deities humanity. There had been 
Buddhas in all the cycles of' the :past, Buddhas who had attained :from 
manhood to be the Enlightened Ones. Their pathways had been 
glorious and their law resultant in the deliverances of' those who 
heard a nd listened to their law. tl-Guatam's purpose was to relieve, 
''-
to shovr the pathway out of' r1isery. The great saying that dates from 
the earliest history or tradition, the saying in reference to 
worship that prevails wherever Buddhi:Jm prevails is confirmatory 
of the religious intent and character of' the system. They uorahi:p 
the Tlu .. ee Gems. And the saying reads:- I take refuge in the BudcU1a, 
~ ?~ 
I take retuee in the Priesthood, I take refuge in the Law. This 
. _. 
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is the form vritl1 which the orthodox Buddhist the world over avows 
his faith and dedicates his worl<.. This :formula alone is in itself' 
almost adequate to prove the ess entially and fundamentally prevailing 
character of Buddhism. to be that of relit;ion. 
To the same end is a formula of ascription of' adoration to 
Guatan~, though probably of later date. It ascribes adoration to 
the Buddha as the blessed, the perfect and the enlightened. These 
were the marks of the Buddha in his work as showing the pathway of 
deliverance. •nenevolence prompts him to undertake that great work, 
perfection fits him for such a high calling and su~reme science ena 
enables him to fol l ow it up with a complete rruccess.H 
~ That Buddhism aha a philosophy, that it has pr c-1 eminently a 
system of ethics, that it has a theory of society must be freely 
admit t ed but these are only agencies, means towards an end. Tl1at 
they have failed to show that Buddhism is a satisfactory religion 
is no reason for tlle mistake in tl1inking that they tfere primal in 
the tllo~ht or the Founder. The reasons above referred to contrillllte 
to the assurance that his basal purpose was religious and that the 
wisest and best o-r the Hindus had no idea of denyfng but onl~ ~ ~ 
an earnest and self-sacrificing airn1 to elevate Rnd puri~r religion. 
The genesis of Buddhism from Brahmanism gives us more t l1an its 
underlying relieious aim and character. The great founder formed 
his system by remodelling and resllaping nuch from the oldeJ.' system. 
The sacred writine;s of Brahmanism rray be regaxded as inspired. The 
I 
:priests and devotees may speak o:f the Vedas as the breath of Go~ 
Jet Gaatama denies the super natural orit:: in. His denial is consistent 
with his teachings. His teachings are the teachings of a man. No 
supernatural i nspiration can be claimed for them. By his own effort 
he attained enlightenment after countless ages and he taught as he 
attained. When he died he l~~n his doctrines but they are his 
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teachings. And as with Guatama so with all Buddhas. The tl~uth he 
taught shall fade from the l\.nowlec~e of men and after 5000 ~rears 
such ignorance shall once more Pl"evail that then another Buddha is 
to appear and once more preach the law but this new Buddha will 
have to discover the law himself' and :preach what he has found not 
what Guatarna or any ojher has taught or revea1ed. 
While he resolutely and wholly rejected the sacrificial and 
ceremonial phasAs of the old system yet we shall see that he founded 
his new way of salvation on Brahman tho~ht. Three distinct methods 
we1 .. e to be met with in Brah:r:anism. These were in brief, works, , _ 
faith and knowledge. such it is claimed is the teaching of the 
Bhagavad-gi ta a trustworthy and popular compendium of the Hindu 
religion or creed. On the authority of Sir Monier Williams v;e may 
accept that at the rise of Buddllism the way ot: knowleclge was in 
special favor. 'lith modifications Guatama accepts . tl1is. Bu.t instead 
of limiting this way ot: salvation to the hie;h caste, to tl1e privil-
eged feu he made the way f'or all. It was made the universal pathway 
for castes or no caste, for all races or tribes, for the wayfaring 
rJ;:: 
ll'.an though a fool. Nor ·was this knowleclge held to be anyhting occult 
or esoferic. This knowledge was attainable through their efforts, 
their meditation and intuitions. Any one destined to be a Buddha 
was said to become so through knowlec~e from a self-enlightening 
intel lect. Herein we sen one of the popular early teacl1ing s . In a 
measure the poor and the unlearned have the Gospel preached unto 
them by primitive Buddhism. 
Both systems emphasized ignorance as the source of misery. 
Vli th the Bralunan it was ignorance of the oneness of' all with Brahma 
. ............_ but with Gua.taroa it was ~norance of the Four Noble Truths of' his 
system. 
There seeBS to me to be clearly a basis for the Buddhist 
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Nirt'iana, of which so r,uch is m .. itten and said, in the teaching of 
Brahma. True as we shall see Guatama. has no Brallma, no deity. But 
ue must bear in mind that the prevalent conception of Brahmc~. was 
impersonal and the individual lost his finite persone.l existence 
~~ reenterine t~is impersonal spirit or principle . This was peace 
and rest. But it is tl1e loss of the individnality. Guatama teaches 
·. 
a peace , a l eke peace by the elevation and deification of the 
individual and then escapine into an unconscious Nirvana. Individual 
existence goes out in either case nnd there is to my nund in the old 
vie\7 the basis of Guata:rna•s teaching. Hinduism says , 11 Tl1e sage 
vrho is internally happy, internally at peace, internally illumined, 
attains extinction in BI·ahma." But Guat ama teaches that through 
enlight'rnent the Buddhist attains extinction in Nirvana . The 
absorption o:f Pantheism and tl1e annihilation of atheism are not so 
:far apart as may at first seem. 
To speak of the Theology is paracloxic lll. For Buclclhism does 
not adnit the existence oi:' a Firat Cause or Supreme Deity. At least 
it makes no recognition of' any such. It has no God. And yet it 
dairies humanity. VIe must bear in mind the 1:antheism of his time. 
For Brahmanism had taught of the Universe that it was "one stupendous 
whole , whose body nature is and God t11e soul." God was everything. 
Man was nothing. BudcU1ism exactly changes the teaching and Man 
becomes evf·;rything and Gocl nothing . The doctrine of Bral1aE1anism is 
divine absor'ftion : of Buddhism it is 1n.tL.1an development. 
The doctrine of the soul theory was a rliarked one in Brahmanism. 
It dates f'ar back into the Veda and earlier in Al·yan belief's and 
traditions . The soul is divine. It is il'i.Ul10rtal. But tl1e end of 
this soul is absorption into the deity whence it had emanat eel . Tliis 
Brahma is no personal deity. It is a selfexistent , uncreated , 
impersonal entity out ot: which all sprang . G.od is all and all iG 
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God. 
But Guat Rma changes all this. He" discards i'J."om the Universe 
tl1e existence of a creating and over·ruling Deity ancl in it s p lace 
deifins humanity." The system then is liractica J. l;{ atheistic. 
Although the soul theory had long held con ~~rol Guatama denied 
it. IIe not only acknowledges no strpreme deity but the end of all 
sentient being is the same. All is the product of causes that _have 
been active in the i rmneasurable past and all are subject to~ .change 
and go out. There is no soul . At death no pel"sonal inclivicll.J.al 
spirit passes to another world or enters another existence. All that 
survives is the result of' our actions of' the merit or deme1 .. it. To 
hope more, to desire more, to tllinlc. there is mor e, is to be under 
the most serious of delusions. Individual eaistence is a delusion 
and the deliverance :t'rom the desire of th r-: same is the very highest 
attainm.ent. Thus \7e see t llat the system of Buddhism starts with 
the absence of two features most marked indeed, viz, there is no 
:personal, no supremo deity, and there is no soul . 
Two other significant points :must here be named. Pril:aitiv e 
Buddhism rests on Four truths . These a1~e :reit erated in earlier and 
later traditions. These are fundamental in Buddhist thinking . The 
Four truths are:- The fact of Suffering, this is inser·al~ ablc :erom 
existence; the Cause of Suffering, this is Desire, e s p ecially desire 
fol~ individual existence; ces s a tion of Desire, eithe1~ for good or 
evil; the Way of attaining the re11:oval of suffering, the Noble 
Ei ghtfold Path: and this ~Iay i s equivalent to removing existence. 
·whatever doctrinal or practic al teaching t11e1"e r11ay be deve lopecl 
i n Buddhism it will have the above Four truths as its ba s is, the in-
s p il,atio:n of its l~ elit;ious purp ose . The pr a ctical ptu~pose is to 
overcome the misery of existence, not so much to attain unt o an ideal 
as to escape :from pain . It is an escape from misery not sin that 
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constitutes the undertone. Existence is an evil and the goal is the 
unconscious and so unsuf'f ering l ... est of' NirYana. F'or underlying, 
:fundamental principles the system ever re:turns to these four truths. 
The rosaries and the chants and lauds embody them, the sacred writings 
and worship inculcate them, the priesthood ~xists to illustrate 
and verif'y them. These four truths constitute what they call the 
Law of the \Vhe81. Lil(e a wheel endlessly revolvirrg one of these 
truths after another is constantly f'ace to 1:-..ace with the worohilJPel ... 
in his l!;editation. The evil side of' life must be met. It is by 
these f'our sublime trutho that the passions are attacked and destro~red 
They form the sure weapon by which in the end the devot ee shall cut 
loose from existence. These are the truths that were procla~ed 
by Guatama. when he f'irat announced Lis new law. It is for the 
teaching and illustration of' these truths that the Buddha appears 
and t11rougl1 these that he lll'eaches delivel .. ance to men and nats and 
brahmas, yea even all anin1a.l and insect life. 
One point ~re L'llst be included under this chapter and that 
ia the method of' deliverance. Thio is the noble eight:eol ~1 r>ath, viz, 
Right Belief', Right Thought, Right Language, Right Action, Right 
Mode . of' Livelihood, Right Memory, night Al)!Jlivation, Right Heditation. 
He1•e we see that the teaching is that man saves hir.JSelf. The 
gl .. eat Founder and teacher of' Budr1J1ism gives salvation and deliverance 
by showing the way~ by walking in the way hirJSelf', by attaini~ 
llir.nself, he teaches otl1ers to attain. But he never saves. He 
teaches men how to save themselves. He never clair:.s to be a oaviour 
in any other sense. And just here comes in the: ~deification of' 
humanity. He never claimed to be more than man . The traditions 
~ ~ of all previous Bu.cldhas is the same. They were rnen. They attainecl. 
through enlightenment to the Buddhashi~. Another Budill1a is to aypear 
later on. The same ideal 0f1. a man attaining is to mark him. Sothat 
all worship of' the Budill1a, or his relics, or his images, or his 
------
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priesthood r.m.1st be regarded as a deification of humanity . Thus 
Budclll ism beginB by denying a IJ 8l"'sonal deity and ends by deifYing 
Idan. 
Tl1ere seems then to be a religious basis :ror Buddhism in its 
the early intent, example and teaching of' the Founder; in its relat-
t ions to Brahmanism and genesis fro~ tl1at nyst em ; in its deif'ication 
of' man on arriving by his own unaided eff orts to the BuddhashiJV ~ 
as uell as in its historic a l development. 
What we have said serves, we hope, to set forth the religious 
char act er and intent of ~dclhism. It exhibits the system as an oute 
come o:f the rel~ious nature seeKing truth. But this by no means 
commends it as an adequate expres s ion. Its shortcomings are very 
evident in t h e light of' Wester n ideals. The vogue has 'tzleen to 
extol the beauties of Buddh ism and to rate high its res emblance to 
Chris tianity. But this has surely been ovel'done. And now that so 
much of' the sacred v.rriti:ngs of' the system are translated there should 
be ground f'or forming a niore just estimate. Certainly the lil<: enes s 
to Christianit~r has been greatlp: overdone. That there are :many 
preceiJts alike may be admit t ed. Uany of the terms however we shall 
f'ind have a widely different signif'~ance in the sets of doctrines. 
Look ed a t in t h e broad way vre see t11at Christianity enkindles hope. 
It looks for dev elopment, pro, ress, an evolution u rn·.rarcl. Th ere is 
a :oillenium ahead. But the pes simism of the Sakyn.mi g ives quite 
a diff erent set t i ng . Individua ls get rest in the perfect quiescence 
of' Nil"'va na but the world is steadily growing worse . It det eriorates 
till t he demerits cause its diss olution and then comes a nother uni-
verse with the same h istory to be repea ted . In this way the two 
ideals or :poss i -oilities of' t h e systems are not only widely diverg ent 
but in truth ant agonistic. The same will be found in detail if' 
we look closely at the doctrines and compare them. Chris tianity 
-~-
enthrone ~_, a Father over the univel"Se, Buddhism an impersonal law, 
C~~istianity teaches that the Deity has revealed Himself. Buddh ism 
- - .Jt~ l1as never h eard tl1at voice. "Nothing higher than a voice in the 
wildernens . It 11as ears to hear no voice but tlle voice of r.1a.n. 
Christianity proclairn.c.3 a gl"ace tl1at uplifts and saves by divine 
power . Buddhisn denies all possibility of deliverance save and 
except through merits. Let no one think that he sl1all eve1 .. e s c ape 
Karma till he has paid the uttermost farthing. And almost beyond all 
is the divergence as to hu man life . Christianity teaches the ideal 
as fullness and perfection of life after a divine ideal. DuddJ1ism 
tea ches tlla t existenc e is an evil and instead of' develop ing existence 
it seeks escapli- ±'rom it. The time has surely come that we may 
acknowle~e the reli~ious charact Ar of Buddhism, its pure pr~cepts, 
the ~C3ntle ancl reverent benevolence of its founder while a t the 
same tir.1e showing its many and radical differences as a type :from 
the ideals of Christianity. Botlt cannot be true . Theism and atheism, 
:L.1at erialism and personalism c a nnot exist in the s ame mind as 
co-ordinate beliefs. Mr Rhys Davids whose evidence on Duclcll1i s t 
teaching is of highest authority declares that the "vieus of' lif'e 
set forth in the Pali Pi t al-.as (the scriptureo of Southern Buddhism ) 
are fundamentally opposed to those set f orth in the New Twstament." 
---
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CHAPTER II 
PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF BUDDHISM. 
That Buddhism has its roots in the Philosophy of the time when 
it arose may be f'reely admitted. But there is a wide divergence. 
\'lithout :further discussion we may accept the pantheistic character 
of Brahmanism All emanated f'rom God, all returned to God. Buddhism 
without a deity is aenostie as to the first cause. That matte; 
thouch ever changin&1 is eternal and eoe•ists with eternal law is at 
the base. 
We must note the constant flux of all forms of existence. The 
universe is preer.'linently marked by chanr:e. "ffe IIU.lst bear in mind t hat 
there is nothing permanent. All is chan&e. All is flowing. There 
is not bei:ne but a ceaseless becoming inol"ganic or organic, 'stone, 
plant, insect, nan, ru1gels, deities, whatever existence there is 
granted1 is never stable, forever changing. With this basal thought 
of imperinanence is also coupled the sorrow and illusion of existence. 
All changes. 
Uow we nay look at the theory of tl1e physical univeroe. We do 
not forget that ~~he first cause, as on other points Buddha 
left no teaching, The system is in this regard agnosticl'.,.,__a..-1~. 
This world in which we live is but one in a succession of world 
systeme. These systems have their periods, four periods, of rise, 
formation, decay and destruction. The succession is endless. From 
the debris of a universe passed away, springs a new universe. The 
higher portions develop :first. Cloud and rain and winds form agencies 
in the revolution. Bt1t though there is this constant chang-i~ in 
the ever succeeding worlds and revolutions they are :marked by a 
similarity. The form and position of the earth is the samP in the 
various universes. These rnytllological universes are distinguished 
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be ine highly :favor eel. Four have already appeared and a :fifth 
Arimecl'ia is to appear. But the end o:f the revolution is brou!':ht 
1\ -
about by the presence of demerits. They become so great, so all-
powerfUl that they work the destruction o:f the universe. And as the 
three principles of concupiscence, anger and ignorance bring about 
the d r=>. struction as causes, s o the t hree agents o:f f'ire, water and wind 
are the instruments by which the dissolution i s eff ected. 
Thus the theory of' the physical universes is an illustration 
of' the doctrine o:f tlle W11eel. Constant construction and destruction 
:following in endles s interchange. 
But the Nid.a:ru:t.s :form within a wheel another wheel. Worlds 
:follow worlds with their inhabitants. But then all beings are also 
:formed by a wheel or chain of causes that constantly repeats itself'. 
This ie called the chain of' causation. It is called the twelve 
causes or links in the chain ( Uidanas). They may be epitomized 
brie:fly as follows: I,norance begat action; action begat consciousness 
' 
consciousness begat Name and Form; Name and Form begat the Six 
senses; the six senses begat sensation contact; contact begat 
sensation; sensation begat perce:ption; perception desire; desire 
begat cleaving to existenc e ; cleaving to existence begat individual 
existence; individual existence begat birth; birth begat death. 
Then :from death the cycle begins anew and goes over the same 
again. However unsatisfactory or gratiflring, however sage or silly 
this may be it is the circle of causes given as the philosor hical 
expl anation. Buddhisa knows no deeper cause save as Karma underlies 
all things. It will be seen the same circle or wheel as found in 
the physical universe. Constant unendinc change. Hel .. ac litus is 
~ - outdone. 
The twelve causes a nd effects is the basis o:f the ontology and 
metaphysics of Buddl1ism as the :four ereat truths are baBal in the 
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in the religious and ethical J')hases. These four truths are as we 
have seen, pain, the ca'!lse o:f pain, the cessation o:f pain, the way 
o:f escape. The Nidanas form a very old theory. Some consider the 
theory coeval with the :first ages of Buddhism. They will be found 
quoted by every authority on Buddhism. Ancl yat they r::Janifestly 
leave themselves open to wide difference of interprntation. In 
Burma tlle I!laterialistic view prevails. Indeed, on the face o:f it 
that view COlll'Ports best. One is tem})ted to s ay t hat the rnaterialiaw, 
atheism and nihilism that are at least faircorollaries from this 
theory make us think that the founder of' Budcl.hism though the greatest 
and wisest of' the Hindus was,perhaps, not the greatest philosopher. 
I do not see how admiring savants can possibly get a consistent 
strong systen: out of the underlying philosophy of' Buddhism. The best 
tribute to Guatama must be in his hur.aanity and ethics. Here is 
where he himself placed ~he emphasis. There are sincle phases of 
his teaching that seem to look into the deeper side of metaphysics. 
His rejection of" the soul theory and his agnosticism as to the first 
cause point to the possible fact that he YTas reaching af'ter the truth 
that we nust rest on experience and that nou:r.1ena which have no :place 
in experience can not be accepted. His develo:vment of' humanity, 
his reliance on what was in n~n seems to point to a groping af'ter 
that truth. Horeover as we read his teachin~ on ill usion and ' the 
unreality of tlle tlli~s seen, there comes tlle suggestion that he 
was thinking of y;.llenomenalism. But a clear definable system of 
ontology is certainl;,r v1antine. 
Mr. Huxley is quoted as commending the idealism of Budd11iat 
phi losophy. But surely lle had not thought the matter throU£;h. 
Pa3sages there are that sound like a denial of rnatter and all existenc 
,. 
as a thing in itself. But these illusions as referred to are surely 
not to be taken as the equivalent of non-e~istence. They are not 
~ -
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used in an ontological sense. Illusion refers in its constant use 
in Buddhist writings to the perishable,fleetinc , utterly changefUl 
nature of existence giving no rest, no hope. In Burma at least a 
crass materialism comes nearer the interpretation of philosor hical 
thought and teaching. This view is endorsed by Bishop Bigandet 
whose worlt is facile :prince:ps amo~ expositions of Southern Buclclil.1sm. 
A fUrther v.rord on the metaphysics confirms what has already 
be ~7n said . We have already seen tllat no First Cause is recognized. 
On this tlle creed of Buddha is absolutely agnostic . We have also 
seen the :more tllan Heraclit us flux that marks the universe. Yet 
some things are eternal. The law of Karma io eternal . The changes 
are eternal. These mighty revolutions during fabul~s stretches of 
time are everlastinb. F:rom everlasting to everlasting r;re have the 
ceasele ~:: s f'lux. Matter is eternal. With it also coeternal laws 
are the laus of' change. Both matter and the laws inhering it or 
acj,ing upon it are selfexistent and have no connection and have no 
connection with any being or principle outside of themselves. 
Underneath, inhering and above all, and controlling all, io the 
eternal lau of merit and denerit. Phtsical and moral world alike 
are reeulated and governed by this. 
But tile Buddhist philoso:pher readily ac1cnowledges that rrl8.n 
nust be the most interesting and chief r>oint of' study. He declares 
that alld: tlu .. ee orders of beillf:S are simply form and name and this 
is to be interr>reted as meaning matter and idea. But more than this 
further explanation is given that there are six senses. There are 
the five senses acce!)t ed by all and the sixth sense or the sense of 
~ the heart. This last sense is the knowing principle in man. Here 
~ (-:: 
then we correspond to the organs of the six senses the faculties viz : 
1\. ~--
seeing, :feeling, hearing , t asting, smelling , knowint'j and they are of 
one quality. Just as we have the eye on the one part and the ob ject 
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on the other then there fol l ows perception, so y ou 11ave the heart 
and truth and there is the pel"Ception of' tl1e idea. Meditation 
gives insie;ht and by medi tation it i s found that all form consists 
of' f'ire, earth and water and air. The senses are but compounds 
of' these elements and so subject to dissolution . Th e sixth sense, 
the knowing principle just as the five orclinar~r senses is a COlllJ)QUnd 
of' the same elements. The knowing principle is as material as the 
others. This belong s with all matter, all form, to the eler.1ents of' 
change. Man is analyzed. There are five aggregates that are made 
to enter in constitution of' the man, f'orm or materiality, orr:ans of 
sensation, perception, consciousness and intellect. But in them all 
nothing is :found bUt the form and name both perishable and perishable 
alike. In one translat i on of' an orieinal document ue have these three 
lltl.es tions asked, "Wha t · is the heart? ~/hence does it come? By what 
is it formed?" The answe:t" is, "The heart is composed of' the 
four elements. It is but one and the same thing with them." 
Nothins need be more frank than this avowal of rooierialism and 
it banishes the idea of spirit a s a separate entity. 
In a similar enquiry made by a puzzled Brahr.1a n who came to 
the BudcU1a for counsel, he express es i Gnoranc e of' his own existence 
and of' the nature of' the living bein ·s about 1111:.1. To his e ·1qu:Lry 
the BudcU1a i s made to reply:- "Reflect first on the r;:a in point 
that what we are wont to call self' is nothing but name and form -
t11a t is to say, a corn;pound of the f'01 .. 1.r elements, which u ndergoes 
per petua:a. changes u nder the influence of' Karma." Only t h e law 
and Nirvana are eternally unchanged, only to these belong eternal 
f'ixi ty. Man thou ·h a fallen descenciant o:f the b1~aJ-.. 1~1a.~s, t hough 
poGGessecl of' intelligence, though c a:pable of' knowing , co:rrr_paring , 
reflecting, reasoning and judg ing , ~lloucll capable of' delivering 
himself' :from the tl1r ee great passions of' concurii s c enc e , ange1• and 
-~ ~ 
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ignora nce is yet both in mind and body a compound of the fOUl .. 
el ::; r;.1ents subject to everlasting change save f'or the r'o :-" sibili ty of 
Nirvana. It nust always be borne in mind that tl1ere i s mutability 
in all tlle seats o:f beine;. Throueh the whole lhirty-one seats :t"'rom 
the nethermont hell to the borders of Nirvana there is the viciss-
itude and chanr;e. There is no :fixity in BUddl1ist existence. Ever~· 
state of being is a mere state of' change. There is no fixity i .n 
the places or penalty~ there is no fixity in the rrorlds o:f reward, 
thi•ough all the ataees of sentient being men , nats , bl"ahr.aayis there 
is change. 
Here then we have in them·etical Bucldhism the blankest atheism 
amd Ll8. teriali::Jm. And just as in all other k i · :clrecl a~rstems, in all 
raechanical and impersonal explanationG of' the universe there are 
flagrant inconsistencias. Law is personified as well as made a~ 
abstraction. Not openly but really. Order exists. The worlds 
are formed in order. Like the beautirnl lotus lily, is one of' their 
figures, as it r~·rous up with singular order, erace and beauty f'rom 
a source unseen, evAr hidden in the waters below so thes e worlds 
with all their beauty, life and minds rise f'rom the hidclen unknown. 
All this system i m})lies,teaches, holds marks of' order, of' design 
and yet tl1e III8.terialistic and atheistic explanation is left. It 
would seem that to an impersonal law Guatama gave the all the poweT 
and wisdom and be::-i.evolence and righteousnes s j"hat the Cili'istian 
f'inds in his Heavenly Fatl1er. 
In this brief statement we have yet f'ouncl enough for a reasonable 
conclusion. The whole system is marked by the most pronounced 
impersonali::nn. Pwrsonality is eliminated f'rom the cloctrine. It is 
probably the only system among men that has sought to build up a 
great faith denyine the existence of a deity and l .. e~·ecting the soul 
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theory. Its a -.-owal of' materialistic tenet s we have que.tecl . There 
i s just one other point. And that is t he underlying charac t er of 
- ~ 
the Karma. In ita ethica l for ce we may deal with it in t he next 
chapter but here it is the fundamental reality behind, or f'undamental 
force behind all the changes. The r evolutions of the univer ses 
are a ll brought aboui-and ~overned by the Karma . The worlds ar e 
peopled and causes are e ::.'f'ective a s we have seen in t he Nidanas , and 
each rran•s fUtlu~ e is fashioned f'or him by the same unchanging , 
self'exiotent, eternal law. What then have ue here? Nothing more 
not less tl1an an impersona l system with the law of' necess ity 
explaining all things . Whatever may be 'jhe fate of such systems 
nust also be tl1e f'a t e of' the Buddhist pllilosophy. In the whole 
r ang e of' philosophical history it does not seem likely that we shall 
f'ind so great a structure on suc11 a bal3 i s . Its :fa ilure to save, to 
meet the needs o:f its peoples, to develop a hit;h or progr es s ive 
civilization is incidentally a pro'O'f' of the emptine11s of' any 
i mper s onal explanation o:f the universe. The il i or;ica l cha1 ..act er 
which 1.1arks every mechanical system of' necessity dis patent here. 
The order, the succes s ion, the dynamic, · the ends are all i mported 
int o this self'exis t ent law and then are all declared to be neces sity. 
It is the petit io principi i 9£' the lavr of necessity . While the 
develonment and order, the rational is ol>tained f':l. .. om the irr ational. 
- I 
southern Budclliism can hardly be ca lled clear or great in its philp-
SO]!hy. 
_.....__ 
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CHAPTER III. 
THE ETHICAL BASIS OF BUDDHISM. 
Karma. 
That the lahT of Karma is the corner stone of Bud:~.hist morality 
uill har dly be disputed. Karma is not to be regarded as simply the 
law of consequences, of penalties and rewards. It is a mistake ao 
to think of it. The merits and demerits not only result in the 
death, brin~ about the termination of one existence but uhen that 
exis t ence reaches its terminal they have as resultant the force to 
cause the birth or production of' a new existence. When a beir~ dies 
·what aurvivas is not the entity or a soul _but the above resultant 
of' the merit and demerit of a life. Thus the teaching is that each 
existence is the creation of' its previous existence and the creator 
of' tlle new, the :following existence. And herein Karma becomes the 
expllanation of' the inequalities of' l if'e. It i n a doctrine of' 
explanation. Ir evil is reaped in this world it Irlist have been sown 
in a previous world. There is evil r~nif'estly in life. This then 
is the harvest of the wvil sowinc of' a pre-existence. Does g ood 
abound. This is the fruita~• or a pre-existence. The measure of' 
ill or ease, the happinesa and misery s o unevenly meted out are thereb; 
explained. The reason why oome are born mean or halt or maimed 
when they .. com4 i nto this sphere and the reason why o*hers are born 
t. 
exalted a nd fUll of comforts and wealth is just this fact of' the 
Karma :from the preceding existences. 'It is this moral quality in 
t}le Karma , t h i s perpetuation of character that constitutes Karma 
the very basis of' ethical Buddhism. 
In addit :Lon to the above we have other points dm the Budclllist 
idea of' Karma that show its ethical importance. 
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l t is insepal~ably connected with the doctrine of' Heter§hosis. 
The source of' meter~rchosis 'li1e need not seek. Herodotus round it 
in Egypt, P'Jtllagoras taught it in Greece. Row the Aryan races came 
by caste and metentsychosis has not been clearly traced but that . 
A 
in tl1e days of' Guatama the doctrine was an ir.aportant part of' the 
. ' 
creed of' Brahmanism and that he imported into Buddhism f'rom the old 
system are universally accepted facts. But in the acceptance he 
' 
also nodi:f'ied it •• He gave it the moral basis as explained above. 
But f':hrtller he limited the transmi~rationG to tlle six prders of' 
beinr:s admitted in the Buddhist system. In Brahmanism the trans:mi-
,rations extended to plants and inorganic exj,_stence but not so in 
Budclhism. Here i1e have the beings above men, demons, ghosts, and 
beings suffering in hell; better Bralllilaa;- nata, men, spirits lost 
(as demons and ghosts), animals and be~ngs in hell. All the trans-
lnibrations are limited to these in Buddhism. No great stress is 
laid on the fact of passing into the ani1na1 state though it is 
taught. And fUrther those in the highest seats, those who havA 
attained to Arahatship are not liable to rall down to the lower 
grades agair-1e They have so succeeded in ma.lcing the spiritual 
:princi11le overcome tlle na.terial that there nirvana is assured. The 
passage into these various :f'or11m of life distributed over the 
thirty-one worlds of' Buddhist cosmology forms the eternal wheel 
or cycle of' life. And as this fixed and immutable law vrhich govel"ns 
the transmigrations is Karma with the moral character mentioned 
ne see its force in ethics. I ha·.re used the word transmit;ration 
but we must remember that there is no soul in Buddhism. The contin-
uousnes s of existence is only a chain o~ va17ing existences And 
each J.ink is f'orged anew by moral character. The links axe so 
separate, so distinct that no consciousneos exists between or is 
common to any one. Yet they are so bound, so welded together that 
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a Buddha on arriving at enlightment is able to l<.now all hi's 
lJani:fold previous existences. 
Far :f'rom being any soul or entity passed on, eacl1 death termi-
nates tl1e :r>el"sonality, the individuality o-r the existence,yet it 
begets another existence wholly distinct. One figt~e used to 
illustrate this is a candle. It burns. You blow it out. Then you 
light it again, the two flames ru. .. e distinct. They know n othing 
of each other. But they are oormeoted by the same candle or Karma. 
Nirvana. 
Nirvana in the Buddhistic sense is as the blown out flame. 
It emphasises the deliverance from the wheel of existence. It is 
described as the negation of existence, as the extinction o:f individ-
ual or personal existence. This last is the common: inter1n·et a tion. 
There is no conscious exist ence to be affirmed o~one who has attained 
Nirvana. Karma has been crucified by the destruction mf' ~. 11 :forma 
of' desire, especial ly of the deisre for j_ndividual existence. In 
BrahL'lanism the emphasis is :r>laced on the absorftion 01 .. realization 
of the goal of the individual in l1is return to the One deity but 
in Buo.n11isn the emphasis is plac a.d on the deliverance :f'rom existence. 
When the devotee attains he is forever delivered :f'rom the chain of 
causation, :f'rom the whirlpool of existence. Karma has no more 
domdnion oYer 111m. For him no more links can be forged. 
In this Buddhism s:t.and.s out in marked c ontrast to those 
sy tems of' rel~ion who deal in the power of fUtUl"e life. The Budllhis 
can never reach his Nirv~na while there cleaves to him the slightest 
desire or cravi~ :for a fUture life. .Mr. Rhys Davids is quite 
cor~ect in saying, 
"In no case is there,therefore, any fUture life 
in the Cl'U"istian sense. At a man's death nothing survives but the 
ef'f'ect ot his actions." "Not only is the Araha : to look for no 
revrard, no happiness, vrllich 11e hirjself is to be conscious of here-
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after, but the nourishing of any hope of a future lif'e is really 
worse than unfounded; it is rleclaJ.'ed to be an actual impediment in . 
the ~ of the only object that we ought to se ~k after viz. the 
attainment in t his world of the state of mental and moral cul tm"e 
sununed up in the word Arahatship( Nirvana)." 
Tl1e following quotation :from a trans lation of the Buddhist 
text is helpfUl:- "And again if ~ou should ask,•How does he who 
If 
orders his life aright realize that Nirvana?• I should re:ply, •o King, 
he who orders his life aright graa11s the truth as to the develo:pment 
of all tlli~s, and when he is doing so he )!erceives therein birth, 
he perceiv11s old 8£e, he pel'Cii.ves disease, he perceives death. But 
he perceiveo not therein whether in the beginning or middle Of! end, 
anything worthy of being laid hold of as lasting satisfaction ••. And 
disconj;ent arises in the mind when he thus finds nothing fit to be 
Eelied on as a lasting satisfaction and a fever takes posGess ion 
of his body, and without re~e or protection, hopeless he becomes 
weary of repeated lives. And in the 11 ind of' him who perceives the 
ins ecurity of trans itory life, of stai·ti:ne afresh in the innumer able 
b il'ths, the thought arisAs 'all# on fire is this endless becoming 
and blazing: fUll of' pain is it, of despair: if only one could 
rea ch a atate where there was no becoming, THERE would be calm, 
THAT would be sweet - the cess ation of all these conditions, the 
getting rid of all these defects, of lusts, evil and Km"rna, the end 
of Cl'avings, the end of passion, peace, nirvana. ' 11 
\'Jhile admitting thatn there is a dive1•sity of views concerning 
Nirvana, and while admitting that the peacef'ul state of Arahatship 
is described as Nirvana during this life we yet think it generally 
~/f;d" 
cid1Jli:t,.t-ed :the Nirvana af'ter death means the annihilation or a t l f)ast 
absence of' consciousness, a :perf'Act quiesence. This seemed wholly 
consistent with tlle principles \i'e haYe ad(luced as to the cessation 
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o:f misery. Then historically there seems general acceptance that · . 
the schools of' Buddl1 i srn both in ancient and rnodern time have leaned. 
to this inter!)retation of' the f'inal outcome o:f the deliverance 
proillsed by Budc5Jtism. There is an attempt at a middle path. . Sueh 
v~iters af'f'ect to hold that Ni~rvana is neither existence nor non-
existence, neither annihilation nor non-annihilation, that we are 
not to think of it as a state of consciousness, or non-consciousness. 
But a state so purely abstract that it has no rnaxlcs by uhich to 
iA 
define it i.s practically annihilation of personal existence. Such 
at leaot vre accept as the ideal of the Nirvana of scholastic .Btl.dclhism. 
In cm1fir:rnation nre quote the translation fi'"om the Dhamma.pada When 
Guatama attained the Enlight:aan ent ancl only uaited death to enter 
Nirvana in its fullness. To him came the univerGal knowledge and 
the asmn .. ance of Nirvana. We are told:- •He acquired in the f'irst 
watch of the night the Knowleclt;e of the Paot, in the middle vratch 
the Knowledr;A of the present, and in tl1e third watch the Knowled.e;e 
of' the Ohain of Causation which leacls to the Ori~in of Evil. And 
then having attained the coal, 11e sung the hymn o:f triun:ph sung 
by all the Buddhas. 
ttLong have I wandered, lon , 
Bound by tl1e chain of' life 
Through many births 
Seeking thus in vain, 
\'!hence comes this lif'e in ma n , thio consciousness, llin pain 
And hard to bear his birth, 
v.rnen pa in and death but lead to bi:Dth again. 
Found, It is round, 
o Cause of' Individuality 
No longer shalt thou make a house for me: 
Ih~oken are thy beams, 
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Into Hirva.na my mind has passed 
It 
The end of cravings has been reached at last. 
CODE. 
We have discus sed the Kal"'lna and Nirvana with 'iheir ethica l 
import. To understand the ethics of Budc1hisr.1 we need also to look. 
at tl1e methode tl1at arA used to defeat the Karma of clemeri ts and 
the law o:f transmi gration or renewed existences rmd at the sa.~e tit.'le 
" 
the two a c encies by which man can enter into Nirvana, the hop <: d fO T' 
peace. These two agencies are the Observance of the precepts and 
tl1e practice of Meditation. We shall consider tllarn separately as 
Code and ~editation. In both, however, we need to bear in mind the 
victory in Buddhism is due to knowleciee. Sin is folly and arahatsllip 
is insight. We must also note tllat in the system we have what may 
be called three grades of life. The s e are quite marked il"::. "jheir 
differences and have different precepts and are attained by different 
steps in meditation. I do not think. of' any better phraseology with 
which to d r:scribe tl1em tllan h i gh, higher and hie;hes t life. Or they 
may be called the three grades of norality for the l ayn a n , the 
ordinary mendicant monk and the lof'tiest of' all :for the Arahat. 
High Life. This means the keeping :first of a ll of' the five 
fundamental precepts. Thou :Jhalt ;·iot kill (including all :forms of 
sentient l.Jeing), thou shalt not ste?l, thou shalt not commit 
adultery (all :forms of' unchastity), thou shalt not beal"' :false witness, 
thou shalt not drink intoxicating liquors. Men who are able to 
~
strugcle al"'ight in this f'orm of li:fe together wit-R observance o:f 
sabbaths, and offerings to the mendicants, together with 
considerations of these comm.and3 may attain to tl1e ter.aporary heavens. 
~~ Tlle:ce is no direct road with this gr ade of morality to Nirvana. 
They :must be reborn but may be born into one of' the nat heavens . The 
rani< and file of men and v.romen who, have k~ive in the cares and 
~--
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and uork of' the world and who have not lived in the monas t ery 
have this lif'e ancl reward alvrays open to them. 
Besides these Five prece:pts other tlu"e e are aL:. o assigned to 
. ' 
layn en and to all tl1at attempt only this lower [';l'acle o:f M<;>rality and 
who do not hopo :for an £-arly arr ival at Nirvana . The tln•e n 
additional precepts are Do not eat at :forbidden ::>easons , Do not 
use pertUraes 01 .. \"lreatlls, Do not sleep on a high or broad bed. In 
~ 
the owrds of' the Sutta Nipata ( s.n. :t,.,..rol.X.GG) "Let l1im not eat 
at night untimely :foocl, let l1im not wear 'I:Yreaths or use perfumes, 
let him lie on a couch spread on the floor." 
For obedience to the above injunctions there is the reward of' 
birtll into one o:f the six nat heavens . 
The Hugher Lif'e. But to those who would attain more directly 
to Nirvana there is given a higher f'orm of' lif'e. This higher life 
includes the lower with added responsibilities. The so c a lled ten 
command:: ents are binding on this second and higher grade nor ali ty. 
MOl"eover tl1ese are :for those who \7itlldraw f'rom the world and ente1 .. 
the life of' the moma.st ery f'or mendicant monks or Dhikl~us. There 
are recol"'decl very exceptional instances in which Nirvana was attained 
without being devoted to the li:fe of' t11e monl<. but practically this 
is considered the one pathway by which the goal can be reached. The 
tAn precept a hel"e enjoined are the eit;ht Dentionod above and the two 
additional:- Abstain :from dancing, Eusic and tlleatJ:."'es, abstain f'.rom 
the use of' gold and silver. Tl1e entracne on this higher life means 
t;;..__ 
the vou to kenp these~ :rn:•ecepts ••• Moreover it shguld be said that 
these pr ecepts are all to be int erpreted in their spirit. There is 
no confinement to the letter. Not to Kill Beans to tar~e no f'o1~m 
of' life, not to commit adultery Deans to be pureminded and in the 
higher lif'e it is regarded as a command to celibacy. Coupled with 
the ke A:p ing the precepts is also study o:f the law and meditation 
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thereon. 
There is still the highest f'orm of' li:fe by which alone Hirvana 
is assured This is tl1e third grade, tlle .Arahat. The requirements 
and injunction of' this tl1ird stag e of' morality are very much 11ore 
exacting than the lower t wo and include then1 as well. In the Hibbert 
lectures Mr . R11ys Davids tells that t he IJrecepts of the tTI'o lower 
as compared with the highest are a "mere trit"'le, on~ a lovrer thing. n 
On t lle devotee who ente1 .. s this hiehest type the1 .. e io laid the seven 
Cl<J ~I~ .S~ 
Jewels of' the law. In the orig inal texts we have this Q1J.ot a tion,,/..,-",.a.7'L.. 
"the four eal"'nest meditations; the fourfold great strugg le ag a inst 
sin ; the four roads to saintsllip; the five moral powers ; the :five 
org ans of' s piritual sense; the seven kincls of' wisdom; and the Noble 
II 
eightf'olcl path. These are variously developed and d"·I:18.nd in their 
exaction::; the most strenuous encleavor . The observance of' the Seven 
Jewels of' the law may be regarded as the more positive side of' the 
mora lity while there still remains the Ten Fetters f'rorn which 
~ he is il"'ee himself'. Tllese ten fetters are:- delusion of' self', doubt, 
deTJendence on rites, sensuality, hatred, love of' 1~ on earth, 
desire for li:te in h naven, pride, selfrigllteousness, i gnorance. 
Thus we see f'rom these two leading categoriFs tha t Budclhism 
is rich in formal precepts and that much that is com.r1midable is 
contained in the ins truct i ons. 
Among the Burmese there is a sermon delivered according to 
tradition by Gaatama himself' to a young nat. Tl1is translation 
gives a stunmar:r ot' what may be considered a very :favorable view of 
the ethical teachings of' the great saee of' the east. Budill1ists 
would, I think, reg ru:•d this su.nunary as truly re!)recenting the et11iaal 
spirit of' their religion. It runs thus, "Here are the most excellent 
thing s that men and nats ought to attend to in orcler to capacitate 
themselves for the state or llirvana: to shun the company of' the 
~-
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foolish; to be always with the wise ; to proffer homage to those who 
are deserving of' it; to renmin in a place becoming one•s condition; 
to have always with one•s self the influence of' former good works; 
steaciily to ~:mintain a perfect bellavio1, ; to be delighted· to hear 
and see nuch in order to incrA8.SP l<.nowledl';e; to stucly all that is not 
sinfUl; to apply one•s self to acquii~e the knowledge of the Wini (book 
of cliscir>line). Let every one 1 s conversation be recul ated by 
righteous principle ::.~ ; let every one minister to the rrants of his 
father and mother; provide all the necessaries for his wife and 
childl"en; perform no action uncler the evil influence of temptation; 
best orr alms; observe the precepts of' the law; assist one 1 s relatives 
and :friends; perform no actions but such as are exempt :from sin; be 
ever dil l ir;ent in such avoiding and abstain from intoxie?.:.t illG 
liquors. Let no one be amiss in :practising the lavr of merits. Let 
every one bear respect to all u en; be ever humble; be easily satisfied 
and content; gratefully acknowledge favors; listen to the preaching 
of' the la11 1!-i its praper time; be patient; delight in good conver-
sation; visit the monks from time to time; convel"Se on religious 
topic~; cultivate the virtue of mortifieation; practise works of 
virtue; pay at t ent ion always to the four ~re4t truths; l(eep the 
eyes fixed on · Nirvana. FiiVally let one in the 1:'1idclle of the eight 
aff lictions of tl1is world be, like the nahanda, firm, without 
disquietude , fear less , with a perfect composur 8. 0 you you~ nat, 
~hoever observeo these perfect lans shall never be overcome by the 
enemies of' the good, he shall enjoy tho peace of the Ariahs.u 
With nuch similar teaching in accord with the pre~epts herein 
enumel .. ated aa leadine; examples we can easily understand that the 
.__ _ code o:f Budl1ist norality fills a larr;e place in its ethics. 
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Meditation. 
Guatanm caGt aside the extrerile austerity and self-ElO:Difi-
~· cation of the Brahmanical ascetics . His dicipline thouch ninute .and 
severe has not that infliction on the bocly thatn marked the more 
fanatical. He sought other agencies for attaining the loll[;ed f'or 
enlighteru-nent and deliverance from sufferings. He gave highest 
place to Lleditation. The strenuosness and the e:mp11asis of t he system 
is placecl on meditation. It is this exercise wh.ich has tl1e povTer 
to .fr ne us f:rom all evils, to expand the intellic,ence in t he highest 
pos Gible degree and to conduct us to Nirvana. ~/ it r::mn can find 
escape. from his erl"'ors, by it be rendered happy, live and die 
adorning the doctrine of the great Buddha. One writer gives a 
f'igm"e that is rather unique and expressive. He constructs the 
Buddhist spiritual edifice thun:, Obedience to t hA precepts and 
meditation are the twofold founclation: ' conG iclera tion of mat ter is 
tho right f'oot of the sage; the investigation into the causes and 
:princir1les of living beings shall be his lef't foot: the setting of 
mind to find the fOUl"' high roads to pel"':fection and the eett ine free-
dom f'J:•o m the passions are his right and left hand::> : the pos r>ession 
of the perfect science or knowledge shall be as the head. 
HeJ."'e we have the figure of the sage standing on meditation as 
one of' his f'oundationn bUt in eacll membel"' a lso the figure sets forth 
., 
the preeminent place g iven to meditation. This is the gl"'eat dynamic 
by uhicll the man is to climb t.ltrmJ.gh the worlds, mount the ladder c f 
existence till he leaves lit at the upper surmnit :f'or the endlessness 
of' 1Tirvana. Meditation is the most meritorious of all deeds of' :rn.erit. 
The pla ':=e and im110rtance of' Heditation may be seen by considering 
· .,.,.._ the . teaching that I gnorance io the root of all human miseries . "It 
is tlle generating princi11le of concupiscence and other passions ." 
By i t all being s are encompassed and are lleld in the vThirlp · ol 
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in it s tra in a ll the pain a nd change and illusion :t"J:'om which rnol't a ls 
~-- suf:f,er. To count eract this :fell ienol~ance some eff ect ive ag ency 
~ 
mus t b e .found. And here we S e f: hor.r t he f ounder of' Buddhi sm basecl.,:' 
his sy stem on knowledge. I en.ora .ce is after all only negative 
and knowl ed£: e i s only p os itive. Let there be r>er f'ect s cience - and · 
i gnora nce d i s ar>pears as irl~esistibly dis s i patecl a s t l:e clm.:·lcness by 
the dawn. Clearly there rests on all men oneburden viz, to make 
perfect their i ntellir;encf-J in order to attain the perfect scienc e and 
therby f orever end the power of' i gnorance with a ll i t s attendant 
evils . :Now the ae ency 't:J which inte llig ence is i ncreased a nd en-
lightenment at t ained is the s ame st r enuous medita tion. This medita-
tion belong s to the heart, the faculty of' knowing. It ia a :pro081Bs 
of' int ense and prolonged mental a.bso1 .. ~~ion. It Yil""ans the a bsolute 
control of' the mate1 .. ial by the spiritual i n its higher stag es. In 
t ~ .e progress of medita tion tl1ere are five stag es, and these become 
:perfect in being the constitutive :parts of the ideal medit a tion. 
They are p erc er)tion , reflec t ion, Gat i s :factio;·1, happiness , f'ixi ty. 
This fixity cta.rks the triumph for it includes all thing s and is 
the a bsolut e quietism tl1at comes from' :p erfect Knowledg e. In this 
:t'ixi ty vass ions no uore a f f ect the subject: there is n or e tllBJ1 s toic 
inclif':t'el'ence to love or hatred, plea sure or pain. In the :rive 
s t ag es we gather some·what ot: the procecs of' meditation. In the 
first ste}') , perce~- tion, the devot e e is' On the Gearch for t h e e; ood 
and perf'ect. It f'inds the end to be sought. Then the e:nrn .. e ies 
and at t ention are turned to it. This is the clis covery, the layi~ 
hold of in r>erception. Reflection is the second otep, the mind~~ 
what l1a.s been f'ouncl . The mind is p Arseveringly faotened, rivetted 
upon tl1e good and perfect. In the third stage we l1ave not only the 
riveting of the mind but the deXight, the satisfaction of' the mind 
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in its exercises. The fotu•th, happiness , is marked by the calm of 
contemplation in the quiet enjoyment of the tJ.:•uths discove2•ed and 
--.... -
dwel t nupon. Now the mind f'eAds upon them in j O"':Jr. In the last stage, 
the t .... ixity, as we llaV "' said above we 11ave pel .. f'ect quiescence "' 
perr,:anent fixity unchanging stability. In this stage the last stage 
the victor~r ths so complete that even the body ceases to be ·and the 
clevo tee is thoroughly spil"'itualized. 
The :place of Iu.eclitation is also empp.asized by the rewards that 
are offered. In the 31 seat~ that compose the Ladder of' existence 
intended aa the reward or penalty mf the probationers of exiotence 
the -f'otu" nether worlds are for :penalty. In all the four, sentient 
beings are undergoing their penalties according to the inflexible 
law of' demerita. The very lowest of these is the deepest and verst 
of' Buddhist. llella. The second is the seat of anirnals, the third 
is der ..1ons and the fourth, ghosts, all four seats of temporary 
penalty. The Fifth seat is the Jan world. Above the man world are 
,six nat heavens, or temporary heavens. Tl1e s e places in the heavene 
can be won by external morality, by the keeping of precepts and 
statu tes. But the remaining twenty seats can only be won by Medita -
tion. These are the highest and holi"Bt re'.7a.rcls and are red!-ved for 
those who advance in the perfect science by meditation. Let us 
note -the lower sixteen of the twenty seats. In the lowest tl~ ee are 
those who have attained the perception or first stage: in the Gecond 
three are those vrho have attained t11e second stage of meditation, 
reflection: the third thr ee ar~ iru1ab~ted by those who have climbed 
u:p to third step, satisfaction : the :fOUl-" th clegl"'Re, happines3 has 
trio world for its inhabitants and the rixity or fifth has :five 
l10rlds. These l n.st have entered the etu~rent o:f perfection and are 
ready f'or t.he :four l"'er .. 'laining worlds, called arupa, i r:n:1aterial, wl1ere 
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d'IJ'J'ell the Arahats, that subsequently without falling back to error 
enter Nirvana. Thus r:.re see that Meditation in its cliff'erent steps 
:prerJaJ.."es men f'or the highest reFards,. The metaphysical e~planations' 
of the details of the process of meditation are barely intelligible , 
but of this vre are as sured that the hir;hest plac~ in the salvation. 
of man, which means the highest place for tl1e development o:r man is 
found by Buddhism in l~nowleclge and the agency, ~ed.itation. 
The above is f'urtl1er enf'orced uhen we consider the hi,story o:f 
Gua tama in his attainment of the Buddha ship a nd in the rules, th,e 
227 regulations of' discir)line, :for the orcler of Bud<.'Jllist monks 
uhich he ihstituted. 
Glance at Guatama 1 s BUddhahood. When he realized that his 
knowledge was not yet sufficient to at t ain, he resolved to devote 
himself' to the Kamatan or meditation on the instability and nothing-
ness of all that existo. To this end he resorted to the dee:pest 
:Li.leditation. Moreover when the six y ears of' med.ito.tion had passed 
he continued in the hi&hest grades of' medit~ tion allowing himself 
. l . ~ i ~cl41Uf as the legend runs but a s~ng e gra~n OJ. r ce or sess anu:c1 . "The fame 
'1. 
of' his having spent six years in solitude, addicd.ted to medit ation , 
spread abroad like the sound of a gJ.."eat bell under the canopy of' 
the skies." Thenagain in his memorable comtemplations in the 
vicinity of' the Bedhi tree he attained the Bnlighter.uaent. Af'ter 
this glor(lous achievement f'rom the moment he could be called Buddha/ 
- I 
he remained sitting with a mind absorbed in :.contemplation seven clays. 
Mental exe~tmon vras over. Truth in all its beauty encompassed his 
rnin<l and shed over it the :purest rays. Then the legend tells 
us he said to himself', "In all the worlds there is no one but me who 
r~nows 11ow to break through the ueb of' passions, to still yhe v7aves 
that waft beings f'rom one state to anot11er, to save them f'rom the 
__ .........., -
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whirlpool of miserios, to put an end to concu:piscence and break 
ita Jting, to com.Pel the r:'lists of ienorance by the light of truth, to 
t (!aCh all intell~ent beings the unreality and non-exi2tence of this 
world, and thereby lead~hem to the true state of Nirvana. 
Tlle system of Buddl1a pri esthood as it is so often called is 
not strictly a pl~iesthood. Tile Budclhist monk has none o:f the 
:priestly functions. We use a misnomer when we call 11im a priest. 
It is a celibate i~aternity, a monkhood, or a reat brotherhood. mhe 
monastic life vras considered the best f'or meclitation. Preeminently 
this had its place. The Moru~ is not a cure for soulG, not a priest. 
He siL~ly works out his own salvation in the best way, the way that 
has t h e endorsen1ent of the creat teacher. He enters on tl1e monastic 
life because he proposes to keep tl1e law in a mo1 .. e perfect manner. 
He plans not only to keep tl1e f'ive precepts bttt to seek the h~her 
life. Yea he aims at the highest life. Guatarna withdrew from 
the world. So will he curb his passions by restraint and practise 
virtues o:f tl1e hichest order. Es:r>ecially uill he g ive himself' to 
a cont.enztUatianof' the law and meditation . His Hhole life shoul~i be 
·--· ..: 
a comm.endation o:r the value o:f meditation a s the l7ay to perfect 
science. The monk spends portions of' each day in this devout 
meditation. To him it is the path and the only path to the higher 
seats Ylhich lead to Nirvana. Through meditation he attains to 
the six ty~r;es of' wisdom which r:Ja.rks his procre;:>s to the deliverance. 
The six are the power to see the as a nat, to hear as a nat, 
creative power, Knowledge o:f the innermost thoughts of' others, perfect 
:freedom f'rom passion and knowledge of' his own past existences in all 
his manifold transmigration:J. That the ideal of' this mental discip-
line io severe may be arunitted. That abstraction of mind is relied 
u:pon to overcome the desire and entanglements o:f all that is earthly 
is clearly seen. Their hope is that they she.ll a ttain to the state 
----
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when t11e1r enjoy absolute power over the will, absolute power over 
the mind, absolute power of' execution, absolute power O':er t11e means 
to the end. 
We have seen as the ethical basis of' theoreticai Buddhism the 
law oif Karma alr:ays acting in accordance uith the merit or demerit 
of the various :forms o:f existence brahmas , nats, or men. •e 11ave 
seen the goal of' Nirvana to which they look and \"1h :ich io the 
terminal, the ideal throu,;h all the w:"ary etory of' mete~ychosis. 
~ 
We have noted the precepts and meditation, the agencies by which the 
goal is reached. By these tuo aGencies man reaches salvation from 
the powel"' of' the KarL.18. , escape f'rom tl1e su:ff'erinr; of' existence and 
enters the perf'ect quiescence o:r Nirvana.. Taken together these 
give us the etl1ical basis of' BudcJllism in ita theory and modes of' 
express ion. 
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PART II ••••• PRACTICE. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CHAPTER. I. 
EXCELLBHCIJBS I:IODIFI ::!:I] IH FR!tGTI CAL RESULTS • 
. e have seen in :part I the n:ain point3 ot~ theoretica l Buddhism. 
It i n a c c a r..:.c 1esr> changA. Endle::m b ecominr;, d estruction and l"'e:rro-
cluction de3c r i be its universe, inces sant rebh~ths a nd_ tra nm:li f; l"' a tion 
:Jark the existence of all sentient being . Morality and me d i tation 
are the rule of' life 'lii i th tllE-J etl1ica l Karma underlyinE: a nd r elent-
les sly controlling all, a nd Nirv- ana with its absolut e qui esc nnc e 
of' per s onal life the u ltiL'la.te eoal. Esca:pe i'l'oln ex istencF:, synony-
mous r: i th suff ering, by t11e Eigh t :fold path is the b e rJ t cl_elivel"a nce 
a nd the ideal of the highest lllOrality. Sll8.11 ground for vwnder that 
r:;any writers, includine savants in the Bud::lllist literature 1·1ave 
de n i ed tl1at sueh a system ':".' ithout a de ity n.nd without a s oul, can ~ 
ler; itiL'k'ltely clai1:1 to be clas sed a s a relie ion. They maintain that 
at best it i n l'Aally only a system of ethic u . V!e have s een, however, 
tha t whether this rc.ay be true or nott that in the intent of the 
founder and in its rise :rrom Brahmanism V! e can best look at it as 
an expl~esr-3 ion of the relig ious nature of man. And in its histOl"Y 
as a I:opular syste1-:.1 , this is concecl e cl by all. For though thA Buclc:..ha 
acknowl edg ed and taught no deity his f'ollor1ers v.rere not lone in 
deifYing him and the notorious ir.1ar;e rrorship of the s~rntem has 
quickly changed this pal"'t of' tlle creed to animistic supel"'Stition 
or polytheistic d.clo l a t :ry. To ma ny it vrill seem incl"' edible that a 
system s o agnostic or ath e i stic, a sysfim d e ny i nc; the doc tr ine of' 
rAr sona l irm:;ortali ty, a system that denies the good · of' existence and 
l!;akes its highest ideals to esca r>8 from ex istence, a system that 
is narkecl in some of' its phases by such a r.:tat erialistic :pllilos or-hy 
a ncl holcl~.:> such rje ss i rrristic views of lif'e, it will seP.m incT' P.di l:; l n , 
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I say, that it shoul~ find we leone aE1one; so many tribes and nat ions . 
But jus_t here comes the great cli ntinction that mus t be borne in 
JJ1ind in any ca1,ef'ul s tudy of' Bucldh ism. Theoretical BuclcillisrJ. is 
one thing and the :popular Buddhism is quite anothAr. For t he reason 
of its popularity and ado:ption we r.!n.tst look to the -Jar ied i'Ol,ms 
which it 11as tal-c.en a nd it lws been f'ail,ly claimed that only as it 
has departed f'rom the original s cheme of' its :foundm., .i11 certain 
f'unclamental r r-; spects and acquirecl extl~aneous elerttents that it llas 
abt a ined a :foot ing and ra~ospel,ed. On the other hand its many excel-
lencies , s 01:~e of' rhich have been so liarked . that they 11ave been 
c las~> ecl as equal to Clu,ist ianity, have often :failed in pr2.ctical 
life to bear theil"' le{;itinate :fruit. \'Te shall now study in Part II 
the practical worlcinr; of' the system as a popular religion and seek 
to see how the defect G have ber-m li'lodified by the cler.1ands of the 
I'eligious nature. 
necor; nition of' the Penalty of Sin. 
First rre not e its doctrine o:f the penalty of sin. I ts cer taint}i: 
i s everywhel"e affil"mocl. As the wheel of t he cart follovrs the heel 
of' the ox so surely penalty follow s s in. From this thel"'e is no 
vm--iation in the Buddhist heavens above or hells beneath. Till the 
soul has reached Arahatship there is no escape . J.,;oreover the even 
just ice of this kingclon of riehteousnesr:> under Karma is ec:_ually 
cleal" and en1p~ 1atic. The good, not even the smallest of':ferine f'I· om 
the humblest, evfn• goes unrewarded. And each is in p::CO})ortion. 
T1Hn,e are no royal favorites with the exacting and re&arding Karma . 
No f'aul t shall be overpuni s11ecl , no virtue or obedience underrmid. 
And further there shall be n.othing arbi tary in the penalty or reFard. 
',Vhilo the remedi a l chal"act el"' of penalt~ is not advocated yet all 
r unishment WOl"ks curatively in the fact that it comes to an end f'OT 
that special derterit and t11A existence is forever :freed therefrom. 
---
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But Y!ith this cllara ct Pristic of penalt ~r · is always to be linked the 
equally em:phat ic thought that the grea t evlhl is not sin but existence . 
The foul, Noble trutha always recur as the foundation. Pain, the 
origin of pa i n , the c es : ation of pain, the r oad tha t l eads to 
cess at ion , these are the four great t r utlls . To get rid of desb:·e 
the origin or cause of ' rjain that i s the a i n . Place the se t wo :facts 
tog ethel, a nd ue see that tlle Buclc-:hi s t idea of sin is radica lly 
diff'eTent fror11 tl1at in chri s tian teaching . Vle see that it can have 
no relation to a lawgiver and has relation only to men. The lav1 
taught by t11e Bucld.ha does not como as mandatory to the c on ::. ci.enc e , 
does not come with the f'o1•c e of a c o.try~orical ir:1rer2.t i '.re . The act 
of eating at "Lmseasona·ole hours , or sle0ping on a h i gh bed is classed 
with t l1ou s Lalt not kill ancl t hou shalt not steal. Doth clJ.'A s ino 
becaus e they lead to su:f:i:' e::::-i~ . They are evi l bncause they "t.""rork 
out loss to tl1e doer. In a system r;here a 1~1an .is l eft the ~hcice of 
a dopt i n;: any one of three r.:r ade s of mol"' a li ty we s ee the absenc8 
of tha t wl1ich constititutes the s i nfulne s s of sin. Sin is suff el"' ing 
and loss . It comes as t h e lll!xpresc ion cf' desire. And des ire for 
existenc e e ither in this life or in that which i s to come is an evil. 
Hel,e then 1i7 e s e e that the penal t~ of sin in its r::m,al ru i n of the 
soul, in it s transgres s ion against a lav:.re; ivel" is entirely absent. 
So that though it i s expeclient not to s i n a nd t h ough the penalty vrill 
nevel~ bo avoiclAcl st i ll there is not tlle det erl,ent fi~om tlle i !. :r:1oral ty 
of sin that makes it abhorl,ent to the jtl.u .. emincled . That a ll cles il, e s 
·were ec.:.ually evil is :wt taught. Certain \'Trong acts or dec ires are 
specially s o and a re V10l"'thy of greater mark and condemnation. But 
ot i l l "V!hy ? Thay are more :fruitful of' pain. And it remains r;er nm.n-
ently true that "desire is the t!orst aillJe nt, the body t11e gl"'ea test 
of evils" ( clllar:rrna:pacla 2 0:::-, ) • Fl,om this vYe gather that tlle preaching 
o:f K~lTma , of' transLli grat ion becom"' s a special reatur0 o:f BuclcU1i s t 
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tea cllinE. Tlle ethics of Buddhism cloes not l~ise :fa:r Hbove that and 
yrhatever may result f'l .. om such I')reaching ·which i n some lands has 
led to the d evot ee ·pr itll true C011llilei·ciHlism 1cAepin0 a debtor a nd 
crecli t or account of his E;eri ts and der.leri ts, may be co:ns icl(-}recl the 
out come of the doctl"ine of' the penalty of' sin as held by the BudcU1ists 
Pl" ~3. ctically in :por ula.:r.· Bud:~U1ism this the use of':r:;the cloct:rinA. The 
of:frn .. ings to tl1e priests are encouraged by the preac:_ing . The l ... er.rarcls 
that a.J."'e as sur nd 2-.l."'e held out as an at't'raction. The p e rmlty that 
is visited on neglect and on disol.:leclience is enforced by the terrors 
of rebirths. The:re is a CUl"iOW3 f'eaturA in the vwnderf'ul adJ,lil"at ion 
and o.clulation of' Buclclhism that ]:i.as Inarkecl recent times . It s:prings 
:from men v;ho a1 .. e shocked at the penalties of' the Christ ian Sc:r iptUl"es 
but sAem to have eyes ~see not hov.r very pronlinent t h is feature 
is in the ethics of Buddhism ancl h o'tl: the cloctl"ine o:f ex:pecliency 
holds such a place. Prac t ically the teacllir~ of Dudd.hisr:1 r;ives a 
te:n.1po1"ary heaven and hell ui th the same or sitJilar :r; enall.t ie s 
and rer.rards as other syster;tS that ac cept a deity and believe in 
the soul theory. There is the aprieal to s elf-interest and Buddhism 
r eally u ounts no higher. For we mu.st remember what the Buddhist 
salvation i n to get held-at. t.h e w.roral !'CP.zee o~ the deliyeramce f'l .. om 
sin as it holds tllat term. How in the Ma."·1avagr.a (S.B. E. XII I ,77) 
we :find a t er se descr i pt ion of tha t deliverancG, " By the des~uption 
o:t' t11irst (desire), attachment is clestroyed, by t he c]_es t ruct. ion o:f 
att achrment, existence 1:3 clestroyecl , by the des truction of' existence 
e ·~, il"th i.s destroyed, by the clAstructioJi of' birth old age, t,l .. ief', 
lar,"Lenta tion, su:fi~ering , deject ion and despair are dest royed". 
Professor Cllilclers very succinctly puts the case "a cre Ad tl1a t 
bee; ins ·r:;y saying tl1at existenc e is nuf'f'erii1£ , must end by naying 
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that relAase from su i'fr:n·inr; is the highest goocl and according ly 
1:-'e fincl that annihilation is the g oal of' Budrlhim~, , the supreme 
r ev!aT· cl held out to the f'aithf\.ll ob Gfl l'Vel' of' the Ilrece:pt s ." This is 
f'tu~thel' confirmed by the conclusion o:L Hr. Hllys Da-.rids r;ho says 
( l3Ud(Jl iSrJl 11:. ) "nhen a Bttdcil1ist h a s become an Al'ahat, when he ha s 
reached Ni1•vana , lle is still alive; his body witll all its 11owers -
that is to say the f'ruit of' his f'ormer nins - remainr; . These , however 
will soon :pass away; there trill then be nothing lef't to brine 
about the rise of' a new individual, and the Aralmt will no . longe1· 
be alivf'l in any sense at all; he will have l"ea ched parinib-,_.ana, 
cm:111lete extinction. In the words of' the Sutt a he will have 
attained to •that utter r.;assing away, in which nothinr:; uhateve1, is 
le:ft i:JAhind. '" Fe then claim, Tiith juatice surely, that the 
penalty and rewar ds , the law of' mel"it and ·demerit both in tne 
vunish1nent ::t:ncl revrarcl , in the idea of' sin and the corl"esponding idea 
of salvat ion do not r ~ach hllio:;ll 1noral levels . ~L'here i s no d evelop., 
ment of' the holy or moral persona lity, the highest end being the 
r e l ease .L_~om suff ering . Ancl here too that unusual feature, that 
a :"nihi1ation comes a s the l~ewarcl, the culuina tion of t he 1.:est life. 
In this t11e e;ror;ines not only of Hebrev: and Semitic thought, not 
only the f' indings o:f Grnek and Roman thought but the varied ex:rn•es-
sions of' the long i ng fo.r i m ..Jol~tality as seen i n different Gy s tems, 
philos o:: l1ies and ray t holoe; ies, are opposed by the outcowe of this 
There is no escape f'r or , t he penal t~r of sin except thl"OUf:l1 Karma 
owing to the lack of' any atonement or Tiay of f'orgivene u :. , It h as 
be E': n cla i ned that in other S!rstems besides Juclais:m and Chri ;:; tian ity 
~ sacrifice t~or sin has beon 1"'ound. But the i clea cif' a T>e diatol" of 
t;r a ce, of atonement, of' forgiveness throu.,;!l a not11er is not met in 
southel~n Buddhism. The lati of Karma does n ot aclini t of' this and. 
·e 
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there i s a n ut ter ab r-: cence of' the idea in any foTm. Thel"e SA enm n o 
conc e:pt of' nn atonement . In the Tantl"R s chool of Nol .. tl1ol"n Buddhism 
such an adea has been intl"Oduc e .:t 2.nd becomes a feature i n the doct~ 
rines of' that sect . But the idea of securing f avor and r;assaee to 
:Nirvana or Ascape from sin through the intervention of' anothel" has 
not yet been found in the more :Pl"imitive type. In all rr:v expel"ience 
with Burmese Budclllism I have never r.1et t h is t enet. In this respect 
the lau of Karn1a has not been deniecl nor any sugg estion off.'erecl as 
to any method of' escaping its universal valiclity, its unval"ying 
eternal demands. S~.lvation by [:.;l"ace is otill no tllo'4:ght of 
BUrr;:.ese BUddl1isr.r~ \7hether in the theor Atical or popular f'orr.1. We 
get the 11enal ty of sin and rmvard of merit and we find the path 
of L..,alvation to be morality and meditation leading to knm-rleclge 
and s o to N!irvana. Tlle doc tl"ine of the penalty of sin , o:t s in 
as defined in the sysyeL is left intact, 1..mmodi:fied by any trace of 
a f'oreivene :::s by grace . 
In tlle po:pulnr v.-ork ing out of this mo1 .. ali ty the lor level 11as 
orfly been reached. One lias the rit.;h t to trac e the n·oral standal .. cls 
and character of peoples and nations i n order to find tl1e IJ.loral f orce 
of' the ethical systems that have preva iled. Ther8 is no single 
exception to the practical moral outcome of the Buddhist teaching. 
We !Jay trace the Government in Burma as an example, ue rna::{ look at 
the rnoral distrust and unl"eliablity of the comr.-~ercial lif'e, vre rnay 
look into the fa1.aily and s<llcial life and the hir,h i clea l s are vrantine, 
the love or truth :for truth's sal\:e , th~e searcll for holiness and 
riGhteousness for ;r? i ght 1 s sal~e is by no means :found. V!hat rre :find 
is not the :fruit of' the doctrine of the penalty of sin vri th the 
wentern meanings of' the dostJ."ine of sin and sal vation but the powel'-
le::~s and effete morality arising :t'J:•om selfinterest and the lov; 
i deal s of the meaning of sin and sal·.ration in the BudcU1ist termi noJ..ogy 
~ 
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Ben evolence a nd Humanity. 
Th e benevolent and hu mane spirit in the teach ing of BudcU1i sm 
has a l u ayn be en one of its chief attract i ons. The founder cmnes t o 
us i n that character and the notions entert a ined O.f h is miss ion ancl 
of the purposes of a ny BudcU1a confir~ t h e thought. Hio be nevolenc e 
ancl com)IB.ss ion extend not to me n only but to all forDs of sentient 
being . J.'o e111en the lowest forms of anil~Jal life he has an a rdent 
de s i T•e to open to them the way out of the miseries of ex ist enc e . 
Th i s in t h e dis11osd:.tion tha t charact e1 .. izes evAry Budclh a that 
a]!:pear s . He longs to secm"'e d e l iveranc e for all be i ngs , a ll forms 
of creature life through obedienc e to the l avr which he :: rocla i us. 
Thus the lowliest insect and the lofties t in the Brahma world alike 
s h are h i s compass ion and ar de nt clesil"'e to save. I n the Bud~U1i st 
Gense o f sal vation l:1e is preeminently a s a v j_ ow ... 
He c omes t o be rn·e]!ared f or this WOl"k. Thr ough rtani :fold ancl 
t ry i ng existenc e he has ex ercised. h i mself i n selfabner.at ion and 
v i rtu e and has come out of a l l these experienc es v: i t h su ch a height 
and extent of intellig ence a nd knowledge ihat he i s omnisc i e nt in 
h is undel"'St2.nding of the suff'erings of a ll morta l existence. From 
t h e vantae;e ground of' this e nlight enment t h e Buddlla c an s c an the 
r.rh ole outstretching vistas of misery i n all for: . ~s of life and can 
pr eac ll t o them the lau tha t will be e f f ective in their deliverance. 
Th i n vras the end of h is own nuhnistry and h i s foJ.. . ty-f'ive ~renT' S of 
tJ..~ave l and toil after 11e r eceived the Bud.dhashi :p under t h e Bod i 
t r ee . To carr y on thi r:: ~::ork and to establish t he l atr mor e :fir mly ' 
he f ounded the ordeJ.... of Monks. 
Tll i G Le:ctevolent and hu mane c:J.a.T· a ctf1r is we ll set :for t h i n the 
or ganiza tion o:f the brotherhood of' t he nonastic :tratAr n i ty . I n the 
f'irst :p l Clc e Tie have the do ing n:t'ra~r -sri t h cas te a nd r ace d i s tinctions. 
Not onl y i s t l1e Gos pel of Buddhism LeJ..~ a lded t o a l l rac es ancl elass e n 
- ~-
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but v:hen tl1e monastic sys tem is developecl all are admit ted to its 
f'old. This s7>rsteu of brotherhood, not of priesthood, is the best 
i llustration and exr)onent ot ... the teaching of the :founder. These men 
are separated from the world to e ain the victory over the }Jassions 
and to ac quiJ.~e the k novrledge that consummates in cteliverance. 
This bJ.~otherhood s hould be at once t he "perfect exem:p lif'ication 
of' it s h ig'hest prac:fices, maxirJo and tendencies, as well as of' the 
r nal :matm~ e and true s pi:.··it of' the creed." We note there i s nothi~ 
sacerdota l, nothingil1el~edity requil~ed f'OJ." the o.clnission to the 
br otherhood. It is open to all and is t aken f'rom ~.c ee choice. In 
:fact not onl y i n t l1e door of' the orcler al'lf'Iays op en to enter "bUt it 
-is alvrays open also f'or those who vris.a to ,_vi thclravr . \Tlliile in the 
monastery he r;ets his cli s tinction solely f':ror:1 obedience and h is life. 
His vows ot"' poverty and celibacy have broken the ties uhich bound 
him to the world while the distJ.antling of' the barJ..,iers of' caste I;1ak e 
the order a practical ill ustration of the equa l!l.ty of r1:ankincl . nor 
is this all. The requirements of' BudcU1i sm are that all Buddhist 
boys shall be dedicated to the order. Fz-om the ages of 
eight to fifteen in general a ll t h e boys in the f'arnilies of' Burma 
a.J."e ·with apr;oint ed c eremonies i nitiated into the order and n-ear the 
e acred yellow robe. No onP: is too high and none too lowly to avoid 
tl1is d emand. All rJust comr1ly . Thel' e is a l evelling , a cll!lllOcr atic 
. . ~1 i tendency ln the relatlons of' the order , to a 1 gracles of' soc ety 
/ 
tllat llas nl vrays rcanif'ested itself' and cloubtleas in the ber;inning 
<as one of the most popular f'eatm·cs of the sya.tem. The life of' 
the Buddhist monk is or should be an influence in the same dil. .. ectioil. 
His discipline and his medit•tions are all aimed a t the ov ercoming 
of' the s e:nusous and material by the Sijiritua l principle. This 
i s exhi b ited befor e all the boys who are the PU11i 1s 01-. the monastenr 
s chool. Every boy should be a pupil. And i n Burma nearly every man 
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j?eads. Tllu :-J the ed,_:.e.ation of' the monastery should tend to brother-
11o od and benevolence. Boys should there leru:•n to cu1,b the a:p:retite 
and tl1e passions of the lower nature. The monk has not only the 
ascetic l,eGUlations of' the Patimo~ to obey [?u.t at l east 120 times 
a day on his xosary he is 1•equired to repea t the f'olloviing formula: 
"I eat t h is rice not to please my- appetite, but to satiGf'y the wants 
of' nature. I put on this habit not for the sake of vanity, but to 
vover my nakedness. I live in the monaste1~, not f'or vainglory but 
to be protected :f'rom the inclemency of' the '1eather. I drink this 
medicine Y:lerely "J' O recover my health that I !Tl.ay with e reater diligence 
attend to the duties of rrw profession." ~rus in form at least the 
cultivation of virtue, the acquirement of' merit vo:nies first in the 
les sons of the r.:onastAry. Whatever rank in the l1ierarchy of' the order 
a nonk n~y hold he is not thereby released from obligations nor 
doe s he claim greater honor. The a !:.:>bo t t uho has charg e must go 
forth to bee just a s all the others. He :must be dressed a s the othexs 
The1 ... e is no para:phArnalia to mark his position ~md he is. hono1 ... ed 
not because he is tl1e head but because he ha s been long e2, on the 
road to Nirva21Ja. There can be no cloubt that this republicaninm 
f'i1 ters into the ordinary lif'e of' the whole eountry and that it 
trow2 one of' the best and most popular features of' the xeligion 
of the land. It is not too nuch to r;ay in the~ or"' the order, 
"That noble orde1 ... of the yellow robe '<Yhich to this day standetll to 
he lp the world.• 
Reference should be made to the fact that this doctrine of 
the su:periOl"ity of virtw'} has had a goocl effect on the st~ur:l of 
woman in Budcll1int countries . Sh e has l:Ja.ny of the 1,ight s of' her 
American and English sisters. In Burma the f'r eedom. of the woman , her 
pr actical ci:fts ariel especially i n businAs s life, in t lle bazaar« and.. 
in tTade generally, her position in the llouc-;ehold are a triLu te to 
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to the beni~n influences of' Budclhi s m. Tl"U.e ceTtain limitations 
are met . Her education was c:r '-;atly n eg l ected b£;'}cause the celibate 
mon.'l( could not t each her. Many lleld, though not all, that she 
coulcJ. not co to Nirvana unless she should fir st be rebol~n a man and 
so a ble to enter the monast 0ry the great highway to Nir~ana . Yet 
even with these limitations the f'I•e edom a nd status of' wa.man is com-
pal~atively t,ar in advance o:f many other systems . Even the nuns are 
allowed to travel openly and with the greateot freedom. 
The Buddhist interpretation of' the co:rnraand "thou shalt not kill" 
is often quoted as an illustration of' the compassion in the creed. 
True the commentaries shou t hat it app lies to all lit'e. In Bt1.rrna 
the people universally hold to the belief' that: it applies to all 
:formz o:f li:fe even tlle lowest orders of' insects. That this view 
is t enaciously held may be accepted as a :fact when \"Te l' emembel~ that 
venor!tous cobra or v i per, c Antipede or s corp ion or even the r a t in-
:fected ~7ith bubonic plague is allowed to escape wlit llout be ing k illed. 
Even TThen they have recently vrith :fanG or peot ilence done their 
worst and f'at 2.1 injtU'Y they are a llotTed to escape. That this 
injunc tion lbs so i nt er:vreted and believed in as to tend to r:ent l eness 
i n the treat ment of' animals may be accepted. The sut t s...----Ni rru a l~eads 
"let l1i1" not kill nor cause to b e k.illecl any living bei ng , nor let 
him a:P1--;1~9v e of others killing , after having l"e:frained f'rom hu.:tting 
all cl~ eatures ." 
The same s:r;.iri t and r ega1,d for li1..,e i s round i n the stories 
of' the trans rrd.gration of' Guatan a . V.Then he was enduring existence 
as a T!~o nk i n his great v irtue u ith the com:passion that :foretold 
his charact er a s a Buddha he gave h i:rnsel:f to be eaten by a tigres s 
wher! the shrivelled, lean and hungry appearance u"ith her suf'f'ering 
' 
cubs :;.lad E!Ov ed u pon his })i ty. On a nother oc c-;as ion when a hare he 
llacl of'ferecl himself as a food to the BuclcU1a of' t hat cycle.- Though 
not accepted, he :freely o:fi'eJ."' ed and was rewarded ·Ly the Bt~dJ.ha. 
And thus by example and injunction the disposition of benevolence 
and humanity are inoulcatGd. To cl8liver and sav r·, live, to be humane 
to all life t his n1a.y be regarded as the spiJ."it of the l,eligion of him 
who founde d. the system 11 the TTisdom that made Asia uild." 
The reading of' the Dhamrrapada and the Sut t c:v Napd..t a alone :furnish 
abundant texts to confirm this belief' theoretically. 
It -wrould s e em almost ungracious to hold that tl1is teaching and 
instruction had failed Pl"actically to rea1ize the fruits -..ve should 
expect. A study of conditions in any BudcU1ist country will give 
l"esults nost clisapiJointing. There are commands and comr;ientari~-3 not 
t c· kill yet nowhere in a Buddhist land has there been establisheda 
a society :for the prevention of cruelty to anir.1als. Pity and compas-
sion are exalted and tlle supreme of the ~l"'eat fm.u"'f'old t ruth is to 
delivel"' :from suf'ferinu yet theJ."'e are no asylm,lS for the blind or 
aged or aff licted; there are no hospitals f'or the sick cu.rable or 
incurable. Burn~ is a country uith leprosy but the only lomes for 
lepeJ."'S hacl~rait for Ch-ristianity to come and extablish them. 
Stories they give of feeding a hU11gl"'Y tigress and her cubs but 
there are no reat institutions of philanthropic natUJ."e to be found. 
The suprer;le s cience is sought and J'-nowledge c-:xtolled but no lit era-
ture has ever been created by Budcll1.ist influence nor any lal"'ge 
university sclleme of learning been put on .foot. Stillin l!urr.m the 
~ 
cm.nitary and scientific measures of enlightened e;oveJ.,nemnt to stop 
tlle J."'avages of bubonic plague are l"'es isted stoutly by the devotees 
o:f this same knowledge loving and hm11ane system of teaching . 
There fac es us the serious and very i 1'J)ortant question how 
it is jrhat so much teachine in BudcU1ism is forr11ally right nncL yet 
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i n tl1n hig;;he s t degr ee inef:fective in its practica l outcome. Y! e 
ar e constl~ained to hold that r.!hile the ethical formulas are often 
beautifUl and even perfect there is a lack that has cut the very 
ner ve of the moral force and that t11is lacl~ has been and is neces-
sarf"ly fat a l to the :power of BudcUJ.ist ethics. Thin lack of the 
true postulates and motive powe1 .. , this builclinr; a system G..f on an 
i mp e1 .. sonal law will be more f'ull~r cliSCl'.s s ed later on. 
And yet, although these moclified results are less e:f' .:.'ecti v e than 
rre cons ider rre mi ght l .. easonably expect, the.re re:r:nains the in:eluence 
of the exarnple of the founde:r as a l eeacy and in11eri tance of all 
BudcLhists. And though sho1 .. n of its earlier power it i s still one 
of' t n e s trong elements that hold t h e followers in the system. \'!e 
transc1 .. ibe a paragral' h :from Bis hol' Bigandet i n a r :Pr ecia t ion of' 
Guatama 1 s p ersonal example. "The f'e'li'r particulars that have been 
gather ed respecting the ~~de that Thtdclha followed in dis sen inating 
his doctrines, exllib i t hir.1 in the light of' a zealous ancl i nclPf'ati-
r;abl e !'reacher. We see him passing fi .. on one place to a notllel .. with 
the sole purpos e of' ins t ructing the ignorant and pointing out to 
them the way leading to the delivm .. ance. Behar and Oude a:ppea1 .. to 
have be•m tlle seat of' his labors, and the seene on which he acted 
in bellalf of all, without any distinction om' condition, caste, or 
sex. Individuals in the humblest walks of li:ee, nen ene aged in 
were all 
wicked pr a ctices, wome: , of an abandoned character, to a n eQual 
degree the ob ject of' his tender solicitude. They were all sw-;naoned 
to come to his f'eet and :pm .. t a.lce in the bles .:dngs tha t he J1ad in 
store f'or them. Guatmna was to an eminent degree an earnest ancl 
f'ervent propagan::tist. This is a strilcing featm"e in his charact er, 
uhich d istinguishes him not only ±"'rom all h is conteiTI}'I Ol .. aries, but 
also :from all the philosophers that have a pp eared throughout the 
Indian ~ _; eninsula. All these sages a imed at becoming the heads of 
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s chools, but none of' them thought of' :Pl"'Olill. l catinr:; i'! code of' Liorals 
intended for the whole lmman race. Guat nD.a has the lwnc l"' of' being the 
fir s ullo, wit ~ - enlart;ed vieus , loo1ced upon h is fellow-men as 
equally ent itled to the benefit of' his instructions. His love of' 
all ~en prompted him to unde!go all sorts of' f'a~ieue, to procure fOr 
them what llo i maginecl to b e a e;reat boon. In making this s t atement 
rre have no intention to :pass an opinion on the doctl .. ines of tl1e 
founder of' Budhism; we mefly brine f'chrvrard to the notice of' the 
reader a :peculiar char8..ctm"'istic of' that sage, which, in our humble 
opin ion, helps jo account f'or the extraordi nary spread of' Bttdcll1ism 
:rrom t he banks of' the Oxus to t he Japanese archipel ago. The tenets 
of' that creed have become popular, because they uere intended for allt 
- -------· 
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CHAPTER II. 
EXCELLENCIES MODIFIED IN PTIACTICAL RESULTS. ( continuecl) 
l~ity of Precept. 
Sir Honier Williams and Dr . s.H. Kellor:c have botll discuss ed 
very ably and fUlly the rela tions and convararive uorth of Christian 
·' 
and Budc.il1istic ethics. Both have decided ver y strongly in favor 
of' the Cll.ristian system. But both most cordially a cknowledge theil' 
nearnes s in for:mal precept. The moral teachine; of Buddhism is 
found to be both r ositive and n ego.tive ' :1nd the precepts are in many 
respects identical with those of Cl~istianity. Another uitness of 
11igl1 authority is Bisl1op Bigandet. He clearly holds that atheism 
is a ma1"k of Buddl1ist theology and n ihilisn of' lhts philosophy but 
he also accords to the moral :precepts a close af'f'inity with 
Chris tianity. He says:- "There are many moral :precepts eq11ally 
cor.JL.~nded and enforced in co1:n..-rnon by both Cl .. eeds . It will not be 
cleP.med r a sh t o assert that moat of the moral truths prescribed by 
the Gospel m .. e to be met ri th in t h e Buddhis t scriptures. Tl1e 
es :::. ential, vital and c apital discrepancy lies in the difference of 
the ends to vrhich ~he two creeds llead, but not in the v ariance <Df 
the ~Leans tlley Pl"eacribe f'or the at taim~:ent of them." 
In chap. III of" Par t I ue have given citations on the moral 
precepts. ,Vithout 1:ultip lying quotations ue may note a few features 
in addition. Not only are the sins of' drink and_ sensuality vritll 
all forms of coa~er and bestial Gins condemned and :placed under 
aevere 11enalties but there is a wisdom and sanity in the regulations 
of the monastic f'rater n i ty which a1"e i nt ended to help the mendicants 
over come concu:piscenc A and a ll other forms of' physical evil. ~ 
:lhe sins of' the mind and t11e :pricle of the heaJ. .. t are equally <15ffiC~emned. 
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"He who holds back rising angel~ lil~e a roll i ng chariot l1 i m I call 
a l"eal dl ... iver ; the others are but holding the reins." "Let a man 
overcome anger by love , let hiu overcon; ev i l v-rith g ood . 11 "Lea ve 
the sins of the mind and )!ractise virtues with tl1e mind." Acting 
with an evil thought is c e1 .. tainly a ttended ey suffering and rrrong is 
in the thought r: ot in the ceremonial. Sins of the h c:::art a1 .. e they:· 
that constitute moral uncleanness not disregard of outward observances 
The morality ol! Buddhism is inrrard not of cer emony and form and 
ritual. Honoring pal"ents and teachers and those in authority, 
providing for and guarding wife and childl"en , kindliness and help 
to k i ndred , quiet living ancl blamele r:; s deecls these are en:rorcecl 
by Liany words. Almsgiving, abstinence from i nt c-xicating liquors, 
consideration of others are enjoined on the faithful. 
Admitting then the richnes s and ful l +noss and J!lU"ity of the 
mora l code ue have to look novr at some cle:fects that have lessened 
the moral result o:f tl1is so nearly :faultless system o:f precepts. 
And among others we may note that there is no aderuat P. ground 
of oblieation behind the precept. Buddha does not i ssu e the law as 
his with a personal comrnand . He only :rreaches R lavr eternal that 
he has f'ound. I like Dr. Kelloc;g 's statement a s ex:pressing the 
pith of the ~ole matter, "Never once have we found a passage in any 
of the Buddhist books thus far made accessible , which , r ead in the 
light of' the cont :ezt, reveals a trace of' such a n i dea (as authorit a-
tive conn:;andment). r·ith tl1e Buddha the moral system is not 
mandatory but advisory • 11 A rnan may choose to k eep five or e ight or 
ten of the precept s called co1mr.arlments. Cel~tainly if' he ado:pts the 
lower he will suf'r er for his nec l ect but if' he so elect himself 
then there is no one to rise up Rnd say he does moral wrong and 
still tTorse he has no conscience to condemn if he !Ik'\kes the choice 
:er e ely himnelf. Thus the abs~ence of the mora l authority ·weakens 
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the moral force. Yet we must bear in mind that even for the lowest 
that lool'- for rei;;ards the firs .... :five precepts are demanded. This 
i s the miniL.1Ull1 requirement. I n this there is no cllo ic f:; and no 
escape but the pathway of' clemerit with the severe punisl1111ent. Prac-
tically there is no choice l eft a n~n to k eep less than the five 
precepts : if' he would walk in the ways of' tl1e vii·tuous. Yet even 
herein the :powel" of the Kantian categorical iDJ.18l"i.tive is wanting. 
He will be foolish to choose otheruise. But he can choose the loss 
if he will bear it. No one else is wronged. There is no sin aca inst 
a ~ oral aut hority. 
l.Ye need also to note that the term lavr written i E the in BudcU1ist 
lit eratm .. e r efers not to tl1e lav.r of conscience, the moral lavr Y!l"itten 
in the hear t but t o the law discovered by the· Budcllla the law oar the 
noble Eightfold path by which we are to escape suf'i'ering. '/e are 
told in the Dllammapacla that "the g ift of' the lav; exceeds all gifts, 
the sweetness of the law exceeds all sweetness, the delight of the 
exceeds a ll delights.n I11.. practice Tie must decide whether the law 
of escape from lid.sery is the highest moral obligation or not and we 
may expect to find the Pl .. actical strength in the moral ten.ching 
only such as comes :from the obligation behind. And thus it :falls 
out that some of the self-renunciations are called in question as 
to the moral quality. A man renounces family and friends and -to. 
lays aside abligations to these for a purpose which in itself looks 
no higher than to secure his pwn esca:pe :f:eom the pm'Iel .. of' Ka1 .. ma. 
That is to say the law leads to t he most nJarked and severe seli'-denial 
an(l self'-abner ation to obtain a selfish end. Buddhism is a religion 
of renunciations and self-denials but how far can it be called a 
mora l system o~ self'-f'orgetf'ulness? All Budcll1ist morality must be 
weighed in the balancP-G of the law of' the noble Eightfold p fith. 
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But another marl~ of' the practical working out of' these e~c ellent · 
precepts is to be founcl in the ,riew of' life taken by Buddhism and 
the ascetic type of' morality which i s commended. The practice of' 
morality in its higher grades is almost wholly ascetic in its 
express ion. This influence n1arks all the moral lif'e. Fro?'l b et innine 
to end u e are never to enter into life to develop it and rnake mora l 
t he lif'e that is valid but we are to get ar.ray f'roir, all desire of' 
lif'e. Ev ery argument that has been leeitia"ltely twed against 
monastic ideals of morality is relevant he1 .. e against the highest 
typ es taught by Guatn.ma . And f'ur t her, :for to all devotees there is 
presented the desiribility of escape from existence and tl1e evil of 
lif'e. The very validity and leg itimacy of lif'e seem irn;pe ~whed. 
Exiotence is evil not because of' vn.~onr; doing in it but just because 
it is. It has como out of' desire and ignorance. To heal, to develop, 
c. 
to c l o t h e with meaning and f'U.llne r3s a nd perf'ection1 sup~induce the. 
rr~ral into the natural a1n rrake all lif'e moral i n powe~ nothing like 
t l1is ov er entArs into Buddhist thought. Deliverance f'rom existence 
is the only })os r::. ib i lity of' deliverance :from pain a nd pain not sin 
is the evil from which we are to escape. 
Vlh&n then \7e study the admirable systera o:f moral precepts in 
lit;ht of t11e impelling or non-impellir.t~; authority that underl~ the 
system, when we see the highest end that i s of'f'ered to give motive 
to the keeping of' tho precepts and when we see that a :form of' asceti-
cisn that abjures lif'e and demands the blotting out even of' the 
thought of' a future li:fe, u e a:t. . e able to comia~ehend the :failure of 
Bl..lcldllism fO show historical results. 13u.ddl1.ism exalts 11an. She 
centers the highest toor a l obligation in man, she deifies the discov-
ere1.. of' the lavr and worships in popular forms the memory and image 
of' the Buddha. She deifies lluma.ni ty in the worship of the Buddha. 
and his imag es and relics but yet has no gEaat historical r esults. 
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Uo l earned, no high moral ~ivilization has sprung fi .. om the womb o:f 
Bud l l1ism. The challenge can safely be thrown down to he1 .. adr.1irers 
and :follo"t:ers to produce one liberty-loving,prosperous, kingdom 
or civilization that has sprung f'rom the teachings. Look at Burma 
as an illustration of perhaps the very best type o:f Buddhism 
extant. A govern..Y;Ient zealous :for reli€ion, a J;:_ ing., . l!indon lvl:in, famous 
for his piety and devotion, for magnificent works of' r cyal merit, 
as ruler intelligent and pogsessed of' ability beyond his people, 
failed to 1')revent at his death the most brutal mas::mcre perhaps 
that disgraced the 19th century. And not simply in this, the polyr-
gamy, the corruption, the insecurity of Pl .. <lperty that 1.:1arked the 
native l,;, ingdom just before it :felL.eo ff'l ... r to illustrate that BudcUiism 
has no moral :force to uplift a peaple. Bishop Bigandet ·well says, 
"If the Bltdonist moral code in itself has the power to influence a 
people so f'ar as to make them virtuous and devotional vre still laclc 
the evidPnce o:f it.• And this is the record of' Burmese Buddhisn 
nearest to the primitive type among late1 .. :forms. 
Ideal of the Founder. 
The Buddhist system of' morality is based on the example of Buclclha 
life. L ,1itate Buddha, conflhrm yourself' a s much as l')Ossible to this 
type of' perfection, such i::J the supreme precept o:f the r c·ligion. 
Now Buddha distinguished h ir..fJSelf' :first of' all during llis 550 J/l~evious 
births by self-forgetting, self'-sacl .. ificing charit~r . To get n id 
of' self' , therefore, is the prli'13.ry condition of the holy lif',~ . He 
who is trithout clesire, dead to hir;JSelf', he alone truly lives. This 
rJay be considered tl1e elementary :principle o:f Buddhist morality. 
- . .....____ The1 .. e is no r e3:pect in uhich Buaclllism comes nearer to meeting the 
deepest m.ora l instincts of' the race than in tl1e elll}?liasis placed on 
the des irability of' imitating the p ersonal founder. The good that 
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the system has accomplished IJust be aBCl"" ibed to the benign influence 
of' this cl1aracter and ideal so exalted. The wildness and savagery 
of' tribes that vrere converted had before them this ideal. The records 
f' of' the birtL Btories a:ff'orcl wicle opportunity to present i n story and 
parable the deeds of lif'e tllat must fit-tn .. "'Het and influence men . He 
is !JOl"{;ayed in his sel:fsacrif'ice as g iving his lif'e, as s ur rendering 
his own existenc e to ameliorate the conditions of' others . Tlll"ough 
those 55 0 tl"ansmi grations moral truth, hUL:.Jani ty, llel:rf'ulnes :.:; , s elf-
sacrifice, devotion, piety m"e illustrated. He never exca: eel the 
pe nalty for sin , he never failed to secure reward for merit during 
the long ages of l1is preparat i on f'or Nirvana. In h is later stages 
he declares that h A is ready to take out his heart and g ive it for 
his peo:rle. In this uay the doctrine of' transmigration becomes an 
,f{TY 
ef:t'ective method of' illustration/\ the penalty of s in ,the rewarcls of' 
uellcloing
1
as vrell a2 the beauty of' humane and gentle living . In 
one of the leg ends his love to help in saving is illustrated. 
Guat ama llad passed tlu .. ough rm.ny tem:rt~ions . To these lle had t urned 
a deaf ear. He had by meditation a nd loyalty to the prec eptG 
turned a...-;ay the strong tel11Jlter. Then to him rrho had been vlictorious 
came a subtle tenrp tres s and sai cl , "Thou 11ast 0-Vercome all t emptations, 
enter Nirva na now." But no, he would ling el" to help. Others need ed.. 
hin. The rest of' Nirvana Im.lst be :postponed while he shows the path 
to others. As lle sat at the :foot O):' the trne; so l"Uns the ler;end, 
in the tree above him he heard the movelilent, the rustling in the 
tin~r branches and leaven of' the treA . It waa due to rm;riud insects. 
Thes e little creatures were looXing :forv:ard to the teaching of tl1e 
Buddha . He saw them. He \Vas moved. com;pass ion f'illed his 11eart. 
~-- -
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If' he Fent at once to Nirvana they would be left unsavecl . So to the 
need and call of' these creatures the Bles ~:: ed One yielded. The 
temptation to enter nd.rvana was resisted and he rernained for the 
deliverance of' these lovrer forms of' life. Such are some of the 
ideals that now cluster about the story of' the Founder ancl which 
ro:•e repeated by the desciples ~ and teachers of' the cult as wol~tw 
of' i Bitation. By f'ollowinf; in the steps of' the founder, by i mi t ating 
his acts and spirits they also shall attain. Two thoughts are KeiJt 
u ppermost. That he shows the perfect way. His method is one that 
never fails. His obedience and meditation are the concrete illustna-
tion of' the way of' salvation. The other twin thpu~ht is tllat what 
Guatar.n clid saved Guatarna and no one else. Only as illustration 
of' the nay in which you can save your ::::elf' rloes this help to save 
you. 
In like manner the narl~atives of' the ministry of Guatama are 
made the theme of preaching . The history of the enquirers and early 
conv el't s , h is discourses to his dis ciples and all his vronderf'Ul 
plans and discipline for the orclei' of' monKs that ~1e establishecl 
are Pl~oclaimed in the example of' the founder. I do not hesitate 
I~Ol" a rnoment to say that tl1is seems to me the most attractive , benef'-
icent, and 11owerf'ul feature of the whole sy ~;tem. It a1')1')eal s to 
man by telling t'Jhat man has done. By declaring that what tuan has 
done rran can do. Guatama i s a living i1luatration o:f the vAl"ities 
of the law that l).e preachr-:s ancl which he has lef't and in which in 
a his last legacy his fal'eVJell he declared the uay in Which h e should 
still dwell among tllem. 
Guat ama is net forth a s a Savior tlu"ough his exa.m:Ple. The 
,....._~ instiuttion of the n10nl(s or the brQ~herhood r•roclaimecl that he 
~ 
recievecl a ll races and classes. None are turned away. Here is 
another :power in his example. Eis is a teachinc that covers and 
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includes all. :MoreovAr the mission of' the Buddha is to all. To 
all eentient being. It is not confined to tl1e sons of' earth . The 
1.:;eings in the six inf'erior heavens are advanced in perfection. They 
are yet :far :from the goal. They nmy still f'all back to the Dan 
world by tl1eir tl"anseressions. The BI'ahmas also in the next ~:dxteen 
seats may have overcome the powe1" o:e passion but the~r are not yet 
treed :from the material. So that the Buddha has the wl"lole in the 
sphere of his ef'f'orts. Uot only the extensive the all embracing 
character of his mission d.s Pl"eached but the wonder:i:\l.l legends of' 
the success o:f his early ministry are recorded ancl dwelt upon. From 
the very beginning of his careel" uhen the five Rahans were converted 
to tl1e close his power to persuade and enlighten are set f'orth. 
Those :five Rahans become Rahandas . Theynattain the state of Arahat-
shii'· They l1ave reached the summit of' perfection. DFJath alone is 
now needed to ushel~ them into the coveted Nirvana . From Karma they 
are forever set f'.re e . Thus in the conve1~sion o:f these five to the 
highest lit'e and in the innumerable rec o:eds of' succes s given in the 
leeencl the whole story of the :fpunder becomes rer;lete uith conc:cete 
illustrations of the power of' the lavr to save when men are inspired 
by the example of the :founder. 
nut as Buddha in hia last birth renounced not only hd.s own self' t 
bUt the world and all worldly g ood and pleasures , as he left societ,, 
retired into solitude , observed the strictest chastity ancl temperance, 
Buddhist hlorality makes correspondingly :fu.i.ther d AIDa.nd.s upon me~:r­
denial of ita adherents. The first :five comnnnd.mentG of' tho BudcU1iBt 
rel j_g ion run as follows: thou shalt not kill that which has life, 
thou shalt not steal, thou shalt not cor.onit any unchaste net, thou 
shalt not lie, thou ahalt not drink any any intoxicating liquor. 
Here we have no doubt the form and extent og the system of' Buddhist 
morality, as it was originally pro:mulgated. We obser~le that the 
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that:ithe starting ppint of this code of morality !hs the idea of' 
abnolute self-l~ enunciation. HunJan li:f'e appeared to Buddha so full 
of' misery because of its being full of selfish clesire, v.rhen~e he 
inf'erl"'ecl that the }')ath of cleliverance lies in the entire renunciation 
of all s elfish clesire, in tlte comy; lete extir:pation even of' the 
desire of' existence itself'. Here lies t"he Itlo;ral strength of Buddhism. 
But here also lies the radical de:eect of BudcU1ism. For this idea Of 
ut t el"' self-abnegation sprang in Buclclha but from a lively comriotion 
of the impermanency and unreality of the world of' s ens r:: , not from 
that a spiration after comrnunine uith a being of perfectly unselfish-
ne s s goodness, which k indled tlw g enhw of' Plat o and forms thA deep 
root of' Christian morality • 
.And h erein we see that the practical effect of this examplA 
of' the founder is gl ... eatly m.odif'ied by the inner defects. It sllould. 
have powel .. to hell') and has undoubteclly helped in the history of' the 
l''eligion. BUt today one wonders that there is not r-Ioi· e effectiveness 
in morality, in this preaching the examplo of the foundel'• But let 
~-
us look. The two promine .. 1t point s are that Guatama attained by the 
"I' 
larr without any favor or dimim.ct;ion of' its power. He is '!ictorious. 
He conquered and the other point itl that he has no helr· to g ive 
them but the hel_:., a:~ !)6intine them to the lau. Tltis he does. There 
- ~ 
arises two facts that l1Ulst have and do show their pov:el"' in the result 
of' tllis teachinf: . It surely can never be denied that man sees that 
he is norself'sufl'icient. This is one of' the unclerlying element r> 
in a man•a deepest nature. The sense of' dependence will assert 
i tself'. To this s ense of' dependence Galle for the 1\.nowled.ge that 
l"'eveals tlle ·weaKnes s and the la"\o7 Guat ama makes no response. If in 
~~ ita strt~gles for the right the voice of conscience within forbids 
the rran fron thinking that he has attained or that he has key;t the 
law then Guatama has no rainbow of' lJrorrlise :for the clemeri t. Penal'jy 
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equal to the demerit is the only possible form of era&'llre. So t11at 
thFJ disciple an lone a s he is true to the experiences of shortcomi:nc ., . 
and sin, knows that, whatever tho f'oundel"' of' the religion did, he ~ -
lli1;1s elt"' has not and sees no . way in which he is ever likel~,r to 
overcome. The sense of' his own demerits leads him to aclo:Pt a lotrel"' 
grad e of moralit~r and at once his hopes of Nirvana are indefinitely 
:posTponed. There iGL1 a nullif'yine of the reasonabln Affects of 
this example of' the founder in the very death or unconsciousness 
of' the Nirvana. A helper that has ceased to be, who neve1 .. more hears 
or 11ities, who has lost all relation to human life, FTho is as :pitiless 
as the law of Karina under YThicll they live is after all not the God 
that the human spirit thirsts for. That cries out for the living 
God. Here again we see the emptiness of' a code of vrecepts and a 
story of' morality that has no living illustl ..ation and nD fundamental 
ground of' noral obligation. 
It is the old story that the law revived and the man dies. Wh 
Whether he can or cannot he l'-nows that he does not keep the la':~ . The 
w 
more perfect the lau with its code the more certain that tl1e nan will 
atancl at its bar condemned. The law and the example avraken and en-
kindle the moral nature. BUt that very arous ement teaches him that 
~ 
whatever the founder of' BUddhism did1 he,_ has not b f~en able to overcome 
and the relent~essness of the Ka1 .. ma and utter 11elplessness of the 
Dudclha leaves him without hope that he can realize the example de-
clared to have been set him. The faithfUl prenching of transmigration 
with ita penalties by monk and nun, by savant and layman sl10\"TS him, 
has v.rrought into his deepest nature the ass1n•anc e that the law of' 
merit and demerit knows no pardon :for a shortcoming. The word pardon 
~~ is its antithesin. 
In t he Dhar.u:napada vre read:- 11 uy one's nelf the evil is clone; by 
one' n self one suffers; by one' s s elf evil i s left undone ; by one•s 
~--
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CHAPT ER III. 
DEFECT S VARI OUSLY REMEDI ED. 
I n tlle prec eding chapter :J we have discus s ed four of t l1 e r;ta,rked 
excellencies of Budclhi s m all effective and I.Yholes ome ethica lly, 
consona nt ith the moral consciousness o:f man. We hav e found that 
tl1e terms VTllen defined i n the lifjht of Budcl.hist doctrines have re-
v eal t?cl t he vreakneeses of' t h e system that have s erved to lescea..or 
nullify tl1eir moral force. We have been obliged 'j)o close with the 
c all to the sys t era to produce or show historica l resultn commensurate 
to the claims made f'or it. The outcome practically has be en such 
t ha t no high civilization , no deeply learned work , no progres s ive 
science or discovery, no enlarg ed rhila ntl:trophy can be quoted as 
the product of the system. 
We shall now deal with . three s a lient ::m d. vita l clefnct s in the 
ethica l and reli ious tea ching and seek t c s how how i n pr actice 
thes e de:feo.ts have been met or s ought to be met. 
No Personal Deity. 
Tlle elimination of' the deity 1w.st be of' the gravest moment in 
a sy s tem of' ethics and relir; ion. The first table of' the Mo:Jaic com-
r;:andli.tents is wholly wanting i n BudcUlism. The fundamenta l p os tula te 
of Cr~istian ethics finds no r, lace whatever in the code of' the 
sa~ar:.;uni. This absenc e compels us to look f'or our e round of moral 
obligation. The absence also of' a persor~l deity l eaves us at a 
los s :for a standard of truth and erDor of' right and wrong. 
The final ain in e t h ic s r eferring to men nust be, I take it, 
to :produce or assist in develop ing in 1i1an his ruost perfect i deal 
cl1aract er. There must be in such a manhood the syn1metry a nd com-
pletene ss of' all virtues pos s i ble to Etan. But robbed of' the i deal 
:fou nd in the personal deity and supreme ruler we turn to Buddhism 
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onl}' to .find that though the Buclclha shows the lavr yet ue have no 
obligations to the deified Buddha as tho ~uthor ofthe law. He is 
subject to the law as we are. The law is found not made by the BudcU1a 
The law is not the nandate of' his will not the ex:vression o:f his 
L1oral nature. He is the product of the law in its mArit and clenerit. 
'~'!e look then apparently in vain f'or anythi!l{'; but lJlan as the ground 
of :moral obligatiom We run over certain theories of' the ultimate 
ground of moral obligation. Arnone; others we f'ind the ultimate 
ground of obligation :vlace in a su:vreme Will, oB in beneficient 
ends, or in the :vrinciplra intuiti,_rely known by reA.son, or in the 
unchangeable moral :nature of a being, perfect, personal, archetypal. 
But all this imy,lies a deity. V!e must find the final reason for 
moral obligation elsewhere in Buddhism. '1i thout the reason for 
obligation u e cannot :t'ind the standard or test of right. ~ ~ 
character ~ay looked for as the ref'lex of' his standard. But ~hat 
can we find beint deprived o:f the daity? We say, oon. Shall we havR 
a relit; ion of' humanity. Comte and Buddlilistn: .. are one in the deification 
of hur.Janity. But n ot in the same sense. Comte takes humanity as 
uhole and elevates· humanity to the St.tprel:1e thronP-. Buddhism on 
the otherhand by its law produce :::: individual BUddhas who are 
adored. The idea of' huro.ani ty as a whole is f oreign to Budd.hism. In 
all the years of' my friendshil! anrl discussion with Buclclhll.sts I have 
never heard the idea of come mooted. I do not believe any quotation 
to that eff ect 11as ever been made f'rom the scriptures of' southern 
Buddhisn. Buddhism is intensely inclivirlualistic. If' a ro.an goes to 
a world of penalty or reward he goes ~here by hiL~el:f and if' he gets 
out of' either
1
it is by his o~n unaid~ e~orts. He does not look 
to the collective idea. His three vre ious cems arA three distinct 
--
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thin<.,s, the Budclha, the law and the ansernbly. Nor can the assembly 
be taken :for coll ect ivA humanity :for in the Buclclilist teachinr; 
permisnion is granted :for those Tho choose to be lajnnan still to 
remain ui thout. And these laymen re:rn•esent the mass of man1-:ind. 
We f'ail to :find then in collective llurnnity the ground of' ob ligation 
in Buddhist morality. 
Nor again can it be the fUllness of' character in. the individual 
u i th a v ier! to irnrnortali ty f'or both ideas are inconnistent with 
the spirit and teaching. The Bll.Pl"'eme ground of' obligat ion then is 
to be :found in the l aw. Now , isv\o obey the law as a perf ec t r::oral 
code or is it to pbey the law so as to e s cape pain. Evei"'JWhere the 
inference is the latter. That the suprema cy of virtue is IJroclairned, 
I admit. For example in the visit of' the Buddha to his :father the 
royal Thudaudana he gave a :fine and heroic answer TJhen called to 
account for the shame of' begr. inC food in the streets. "My noble 
:father," are the V!Or cln of' the teacher," it is meet and convenient 
th .t all Rahans should go out and beg :food< M:y noble fathAr , it 
is not proper that I shoul d ever neg lect the duty of receiving alma. it-
is an action good i n it s elf, tall~rir.g vrith truth, 0-es erving of' 
great merits and productive of' ha:PI: iness in this and future existences 
l l e may conc ede here the heroic loyalty to the latT . The action :rnay 
s eeil mean ·out it is enforced by l avr and loya lty to the la 1 is a 
lof'ty principle. The superiol"'i ty oe obeclience and virtue is ~ 
cl11ar. 13ut u e must still press :for the very innerness of this l aw. 
and uhat cons titutes it an ultimate ground <:f (.lbligation . re come 
once mo1•e to the fundamental idea of' the enlight enr.ent and YJrGaclling 
of Guatama . Pain, cleoir0 the orir,in of :pai n , the cessation of' vain 
and the 11ay of cessat ion. HAre is the law that relieves of' tlle 
Karma . Here is t h e escape of' pain and the grouncl of moral obligat ion 
is the privilege of' securing the esca]ie f'Dom pain by the escape :from 
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exis tenc e . In the l as t a nalysis the ultimate gr ound of ob ligation 
is se lfcenterecl and all virtue and all merits am1 all li.~m·ali ty a nd . 
all the lovelines s of words and cle r-~clst of prec ept and parabln are 
mer e ly means to an end the self-gain of deliverance i'rom :pain. Mr. 
Hal'dY formerly of Ceylon s peal( s to the point uhen he s a ys, 11 From Jthe 
a b s ence of a superior rr~tive to obedienc e , Budru1ism become s a 
syste1. o:f selfishness . It is a vast scheme of profit and los s , 
reduc ed to regular order. The acqu irement o:f merit by the Buddhist 
is as mercenary an act a s the toils of the merchant to ~ecure the 
If 
posses s ion o:f wealth. The moral nature of ~n is not sat isfied with 
such a n ethic and this t o vrhen the chief c;oocl is t11e a't'lnihilation 
of' p:;rsonal con::miousness . In lil:;. e manner the religious nature 
revolts from the absence of the Deity. Let us see how these striking 
defects are met in the popular sy s t e r..1 o:f Buclclhism. This s cila stic 
theoretical ty:pe has never prevailed outside the cloister. And yet 
in southern Buddhism the doctrine of a surn"eme Buddha as the Firs t 
cause has never been ad.p.pt e : . ..;. Northern Buddllisrn has aclrrd .. tted this 
doctrine. But u e may s ee ho-rr in a measUl' e t h e lac ~ is overcome in 
Pali Buclclhism. 
In the first place the trinity o:f the tr~ee precious Ge1ns 
becomes to the ordinary uorship:per, the substitue for a deity. To 
hin the Buddha is ideal, history supplies the element of P Arsona li"ty. 
The Law h a s in it by h is thinking the :power, and the J1. s s embly acts 
as a c onnecting link between the devotee and the :personality and 
the power. Out of' the reverenc e to these c omes to the devout the 
Herit ullich leacls to the highest good . Cloudy may be the conception 
of the ordinary uorslli:p:per, but llot'iever :t:dsty rnay be his unpl1i~oso-
:phical Axplanation there remains the faith that the three Gems are 
his refug e 1'and ·worship at the shrines 1 relying on this/ has brought 
. 
and uill bring the des¢red result. To this end tl1e wor ship of 
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of' iDages has greatly contr i buted . The eduaated will tell you that 
hA does not worship the idol of' warble or gold or s ilve1 .. or woocl . 
Bu.t any svectator Gtudying Buddhist worship in the i mage houses or 
temples at the vagodas, and even i n the hchmeD c a n see no clif':fArence 
i n the forma of express ion. All the homage or eX})ress ions of' 
llOI'"Jage and veneration are of'ferecl to these i li'.ages. The theory is 
that no man van hel:p another in his strivinc s for the h d.gher life. 
That 11eaven and earth are no aid, can be no aid to the rran whose 
salvation depends solr-; ly on hil!l3elf'. The norf$ip of the Buddha is 
bootless. He :I:ives not. He hears not. No :prayers are t o l.Je off ered. 
"The only thing to be done is to praise, and in praising s t riV-e t o 
i mi.tate and throue-h imitation to attain to the :perfect 1\.nowled.ge, 
and so the final deliver a nce. 11 In theory then these irnag es only 
J:emind of' the ideal. But as one sees the form and listens to the 
l au c1s he fails to see anythint: less than TTorship . 11 I take refuge in 
the BudcU1a , I take refUge in the Law , I tal~e re:f'uge in the Assembly, 11 
is a conm1on form, "I worship with the body, with the mouth anc1 with 
the mind with thes e three kans . The :first, the r:~econd, the third, once 
twice until t lu ·ee ti1-:1es. The Lord the precious one ; the lau the 
:rn•ecious one ; the assemble the precious one ; these three :precious 
thinr, s . I,the wwrshipper 1-aost humbly, with f ervid zeal, with cl-asped. 
hand:3 , pay reverence1 g ive o:ff'erings and with pious intent bow me 
down . Thus by this "P.orah i :pp i ne , I gain literi t and increase in earnest-
nes s and purd.ty of' heart, and am f'r Aed f'rom the four states of' 
punishments; from the three evil t h ing o , stal ..vation, :plague and 
warfar e ; t·rom the eit;ht chambers of hell ; and f'rom the :five en6mies. 
Arcd at the end uhen the last existence has come to me , may I pass 
into NirvRna ." The s e formulaf'l are repeated trith all the forms and 
in the moat devout attitude o:f worshi:p . Defore the recital the 
worshipper bows in most lowly :fo1 .. m till the forell_..ead touches the 
·--... 
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eartl1 three timP:s. After the re:p:ftition is ended and before ·rising 
the sawe thrice 1 .. epeated act of reverence is r1acle . However keenly 
the Budcll1ist may protest against the ougf~estion of idolatry one 
fail.?-- to discr imi >ate between what is clone by tlle follovrer of Bucld.h.a 
rhY 
and Pl .. o:fessed acts of tl10se who ackn~iedge the worship o:f:Clei ty 
~ . ~ 
that knows and hears. We are conotl .. J:aned to hold that the sya.t..e of' 
Buddhism which began by denying the existence of a deity has in 
practice both in southern as well as riorthern Buddhism ended_ by 
becoring a system o:f idolatous and polytheistic rr:ligion. There is 
apparently a demand in the relit;ious nature of man for the person-
ali ty as '!'fell as the existence of the supreme being. 
VIe 'h' have next to note that a supp,stition, brought over f'rom 
earlier aniLust worship , still perpetuates itself and is so co-exist-
ent with BudcU1ism as to practically for ra a part of it. This worship 
of spil .. its and ef':f:'orts to appease them shares .ith the worship at 
the pagodas and before the ima.ges 9 the vacant place of the deity 
whose existence han been denied or at least rejected. On this point 
ue have no highe1.. ut1101 .. i ty than Sir Gpo. Scott. As a student of' 
BurrJes e life and customs he holds the foremost 11lace. He is an 
unpre judiced obse1 .. ver. He writes entirely f':re c: of' any r elig ious 
biao such as migl1t be suspected in . a missionar:,r . In his latest book 
he stil11B u p the influence of spirit worship among the I3urr~r:l S8 Buclc1llists 
Tiith such clear· ness and accuracy, l"Tllith conclusions so i n harmony 
with tl1e comrictions of ~r m-m expe1 .. ience and cbservation that I 
g ive a fUll paragraph from him. He says, " Bu.t tlle question of 
doctr i nal r-cllisnn is significant compared 'ith the indispu ~· able f'act 
ani Eists 
that the vast body of people are really pure and sirr..ple , ancl. tha t 
Budclllis:m aG a l"eligion is merely t he outward label. A Burman g ives 
al1.m to the m.onks, and repeats the doxolog ies he has leart. at s chool 
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but he governs his life and action by a considerat ion of' what the 
spirits of the a ir, the :forest, the streams, the village, or t he house 
n;ay do if they are not pro:pitiaterl. Buddhism in the opinion of' 
Lany is not a religion at all , but a system of' ]ll1ilo s or.hy or a cocle 
n--.orali t)r. I n any case it ap:peals more to the reasor! than to the 
i nst inct an d would be cl i :t'f'icult fOl" any people to a ccept in a uhole-
hearted, exclusive way . It is peculial"' ly di:ff'icult to an impulsive, 
imr1ressionable race like the Burmese , who have comr;arat ively feu 
-
oriental subtleties in their nature. The sects may tall<. about the 
irn;portance or signi:fir:ance of' the intention , or of the prominenc e or 
the futility of the freewill, but what ITeighs on the average Burman's 
mind is the danger of' displeasing t11e nat s - the spirits of the air, 
the mountain and the :fell. In l1is every clay lif'r' , f'.rom the day of' 
h is birth to hio marr i aee , to h is old age, even to the point of' 
death, all the :Pl .. Oll10J.'1 er~t rites and forms are to traced , not to t h e 
teaching o:r the Baskets of the la.T'l, bu.t to the traclitiona1 .. y Y~hima 
and f'ancies, handed dovm f'r om aclmi t t P.clly Shar.Janist ic :foret~a thers. 
If' :misfortune :fall s upon llim he ma.lces ofi~ering to the evil nat ,,who 
he thinks have brought it upon him. Yrnen he tm.nts. to build a house, 
launch a boat, plou~,;h Ol" sow his f'ields, start on a journey, make a 
purchase, m~illry a wif'e . birnse lf', or even marry his daughter to another, 
bury a l~elation or even endow a religious foundat ion , it in the 
spi1 .. its he pror;itiateo , it is t he nats vThoril he consults. His Pali 
FI'ayer B an<l invocations , lauds and doxologies, avail hirn nothing 
then, and are not even thought of'. Even the mo:nks themselvAs are 
of'ten gl,eatly influenced by the strong basis o.g anil::istic religion. 
I t is not u ncor,r"lon to f' i ncl spirit shrines almost in the monastic 
compound, and altars to the vie·wless spirits of' the air aJ.."e of'ten 
actue.l l ly in the shadow of the pagoda. It io the he: ... i t aee of' an~ 
iLrr::~omorial past , it is the core of the populal .. f'aith~ ~ el eetro- jt 
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B1..1dd.llism is a mere soundine brass a nd tinkling cymbal, a n electro-
~~t· bl . i 1 1 1 t' p ~ lnt: , 8. oom, a v arn s 1, ename , acquer, a veneer, ::w me u nes 
only a :pa r L, etin0·, vrhicl1 :flakes o.t'f and n l10'\7S tlle s tl"UCttu·e bAlm·'· 11 
This t estimony, up to date, n.nd of unquestionable as vrell as of' 
unr rej udiced authority, must be talcen as confirming the fact that 
theoretical Bu ddhism has failed to lay hold o:f t l1e r olie ious instinct 
o:f the peop l e uhore it nominally prevails in t.l1e very i rrrror t ant matter 
of' its denial of' the deity. ItB elPcticism rrhich enables it to take 
in the anirnistic theories even when contrary to its 0'\:711 t e::1.chings 
·w 
has been made a popular religion. Ita excellencies have attracted, 
its atheism has rey,elled and never gained currency with t he pr a ctical 
worship of' the people TTho still der!lancl a r;od of' noLe f'orm. In con-
:fil, Dation of' this vieu :·.1any illustrations r,ti e;ht be qu ntecl. A man 
on my comnound ua s attacked with cholel"a. Clearly it was a b e..cl 
- s 
case. He waG a devout Bud.hist. So was llia aged nother. Alll were 
concel"ned . I found the best pos s ible remeclies available in -rrestern 
r.nedi~ines. While all uere busy I noticed the work of' the aged and 
very p ious mother. In one corner of' a building nhe l1ad erected a 
little structure and v7as all day most devoutly offr:·l"ing up retitions 
and if'ts to the s:piri ts. There was no thought of Buddhist 1-n.onk, 
or sl1.rine or ·worshiiJ, but fhe surernatural and personal spirit of' 
the place must be a)lpeased. He was to be the hel:r;er a nd clelivArance 
a lone nas to be :found in restorine his :favor. It is a fall" re:present-
tatiori. of' uhat gover n s in the ~v:eycla~r life of' the :People. The 
BUdcL."lim;~ o:t' the E<onastery robs them o:f a divine help ·~'l~. But in 
heart a nd faith the old animist . · spirits of' their . aneestor·e fill 
the vac ant throne. 
I n an OlJen za;,r a t r-u·e i mag es of' a SIJirit. Of':f erinr; s of' f'ruit, 
food and othel .. girts had been Pl .. esAnt Ad . A :fantast ically clr e s s ec1 
woma n was there to necliate the off'ering . The offArer, a r e s pectable 
man, ·.·as seel\. ing a bles r> ing o :r1 his rice cro:P . Both man and woman 
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were Bucld.hist s . Su8h incidentG are st\~11 a matter of' daily li:t""'e , 
and t l1e power of' these spirits and t he number of' them is s o great 
that t hey fill a large p lace in the relig iou::; l i fo of' the :r,eop le. 
The ethical result is the ethical vroduct of ' supersti~tion. But 
every s:pirit believed in, appeasecl , feared or f'eaGtecl is evidence 
of' the f 'ailure of' Buddllism to meet t he religious a nd ethica l 
natures of' the peovle. They rm1st have something e l se than its 
b lanK a theiSl.:t. 
· Rej'ection of' Soul Theory. 
The second r.1o s t distinguiGhing mark of Buddhism i s the rej oct ion 
of' the soul theory, the denial of personal existence , of' an abiding 
self'consciousnesG that cont !irn.1es a fter death. I n this resvect 
the system stands in most marl<.ed contra st to other syst ;=;LiS . There 
has g enel"'ally been concedc-!<l a love and longing for i nmorta li ty. But 
this the teaching o:f Guatana l"'eject s . Herein "VIe see a def ect tha t 
ha3 not :found y;opul ar acceptance but l1as '"befm var iously held and 
rer l a cecl . There c a n be no doubt as to the toachinc of t h e Buclclhist 
scriptu~es on this point. re 11ave alreacly ['; i ven citat i ona s hov:ing 
tl1at even the desi1 .. e for fUture ex istence is. an evil. Hr Oldenbur 
I::a i n tai:ns t he the p os ition of the Buddha was one of' agnosticism, 
not tea c h i ng tl1at thel"'e is such a life but not cleny i ng i t . Tl1i s 
position h e s e ems to hold becauoe of narratives i n which the Buddha 
was a sked the qu estion and declinecl an ansr"Cl". But t he DhRITilTiftiJada 
conu~1ends .hir:· YTho fosters no desire for tllis vror l d or thF-) next • The 
na1r1e 
Gutt a Hi pata says , "onl~l thel\..l"' enJ.a i nG undecayed of' the vel"s on that 
has passecl array . 11 Mi"". Rl1ys Davids cla i ma tllat t he non-existence of 
the s oul i~ taught both directly and indirectly in the Buddhist 
s cripturs and with h i n are neanly all authorities. The argu Dent 
seer.1s unansv;e1 .. ab le that this i s t h e vievr of' theoretical Budcll1ism. 
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In reg ard to the soul Guatama not only rejected it but held that 
diecussion on soul probleras \"las wo4.hless. He even held that they 
we1"' e un:favorab l e to the cyowth in merit, to the attaim:,ent of' the 
ideal Arahatshi:p. This teaching dates back to the earlie st traditions 
It is :found in t hFJ Vinaya y exts translated by :tl~l!f. }!lr. Ol clenberg an .-l 
DavidB ( vol I 100-107) The ~Exiet :~- R.bout the s oul a nd the hankering 
a:ft er a futm"'e lif'e a1"'e lleld to b e detrinental to the s elf'cul ture 
inculca ted as the one road to Nirvat,a . TJ:1e moral charac te:L ... c: iven 
to the Karr!k"l makes it perpetuate chal"'actel .. not y,ersonali ty. This 
viev houever does not find currflncy ar.1ong the :populace. To them the 
doctrine of transu igration bec omes the pas sage o:f an entity, the 
s oul. I n cli:Jcuss ing thA question of' f'uture rewarcls 8.ncl punishments 
and in discuss i ng the question of' 1~nd and boc~ one finds g eneral 
accept a nce among the ordinary layr:.1en that there is. a dis tinct ion. 
That t h e s p il"'itual r~rinc iple cloe s not d ie with the body . I think 
I have nFJver had this seriously disputed. Moreover the t houe;ht of' 
the future rev.a r d a nd penalty is f'irnly believed i n a nd there is 
nev er any pleading that another existence takes the results. jro:pu-
lar l~r the olcl Brnhmanical idea of' the pas r.age of a soul r•revails 
a mong the l'eople. And this is f'uxthe:r strenrtllenecl by a curious 
and very ancient theory that apparently came down :from the earliest 
l1isto1~y of' tlle Burmans. Tl1ey hold y o the s e})a~ateness of' the spirit 
of' man f'rom the body and rega1 .. d the S:Dirit as a 11 butt erf'ly 11 existence 
that can a t times even i n lifo leaYe the body. Dreams and even 
sickne :::.:s are c aused by this personation of' the soul. It makes it 
dan yerous to wal<.en suclclenl} lest the Sl"Jirit rLay be off :from the body . 
A flash of' ligh tninc , a :peal of' thunder, a nlwiel~ tim t al<n•mr~: a 
sleeper 111ay cause illne~j s 0 1i:ring to the clif:Cicul t rettu·n of the f'airy 
so,.ll. Then death comes bec c:,use the spirit is separate :t'rom t lle bocly . 
The depa rtur e of' the spixit is the death of' the body. But then 
·· ~-
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comes tlle theory of n:any that the soul clies too. And while · :few 
would perhaps stoutly claim tllat the sa111e spirit just pass ed ovel. .. 
into another exiatence yet the separateness of t h; soul,, it s be ing 
an ent i ty is suf :t'i c ient ly ;vromi !.-~ en1~ to have inf'luencecl Bud dhist 
belief' on the question. But c oup l ed -rr itll tlw belief' of' a future and 
of the c eTt o. i nty and ha:pppines::~ of' the angel uorlds, the nat country, 
01 .. temporary hea·vens has practicall y made the belief' in a sou l a 
feature o:f popular Bud::U1i sm. We may l ook at these Gix heavens a 
little closer . Nothine: enters more into the practical life and 
hope of the preva ilin.; typ e of' Buddh ism than t h is :firu ly r ooted 
belief' of a vrorld of penalty or a world of' hapTiness that succ e e ."ds 
t h is existence. All that othel .. relir.ions g et f':!:·om tl1e teaching 
and preachin~ of' h eaven and hell the Budc;Jlist believel"' gets f':eom 
l!.i s t heory of' t he ane:el lancl or the rrorlcl of' suffering to which he 
will g o at death. Thtil.s is or,e of' tlle best fr:mtur es of t lle popular 
relig ion although the motives may not be of' the high est. In these 
a bodes of' the bless ed tlt"ere are n;any ideal conditions . They :form 
part of the BudcU1ist u n iverse and are assurecl even to tllo:-Je 1:7ho 
ad9pt only the lower g;rade of morality. Note their coHtinuance. 
\'le GIJCak of tl1em as teml;oral .. Y. By tha t we n ean they m .. e not eternal . 
Their duration however runs into i.a ny r_-,i llions o:f yea1"' s even into 
qua drillions of years. Some of the worlcls of penalty nr e not r:;o 
~ long but of' thet.1 would s er:m to bo o:f extrer1e lene~th. It i s 
said a s an illustration o:f ho · long it Ll8.Y t ak e to e s ca pe f 'rom or.e 
o:f the :four wo1 .. lds o:f penalty that if ·;e suppos e a nePdle to be 
drop-ped f'rorj one of' the seats o:f the Bl. . ahLas and at t he s ame tii'le 
that if a man on the eartl1 be keeping another needle Hi th j;he point 
uptmr d rs, it uill be r::ore easy t'Ol.'. the two ne Adl e ex·trer:dties to come 
in contact with each other than it uill be f'Ol"' a being in the con-
dition o:f an anirr..al to reach the state of man . The places of' 
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penalty and reward tllen are of' such wide reaching duration that they 
become a lmost endless to the ir!lt-:tg ination of the layman t rying to 
~eep tlle larr. Nor i s it s i m]Jly in the duration t hat they have in~ 
f luenc e . The t el"l"Ol" S of' t he Buddhist llellf3 are llOJ: :eif'ying in their 
details and so far a s fear can be used to diet er f'rom evil they 
ou0 h t to iJe efi'ective vrith a bm:·bal ... ous or semicivilized p eople . 
And t he :!."errards are made correspondi ne; ly a t tract ive . We note that 
tl1ese de11as of t h e tem! ·Orary heaven are really mi nist ering ang els 
to those on the way to Nirvana. They are a :Dal't o:L the syste:q1 of 
BUd dh ist worlds. As in early times angels are by r1any believed t o 
have b e en r.1es :::; enge1"S of the divine Being in the s ervice and for the 
\Yeli'are o i' men, so the devras or natG of thes e s i x h eavens 'i7ere of' 
t he greates t service to t he Budrllm du.ring his weary p ilgrilJ.ag es 
tlu"oughout the ma ny existences that he had to endure. These dewas 
have bodies but so ethereal that they ar e not 1 eir to t J. ~ e L.is:eries 
of hur.-.an flesh. So tl1ese cler.ras i n their r:.rorld and t heir mi :nis t l"Y 
make the heaven nearest a t hand very at t ract ive. These nats too 
are often found to be benevolent in theil" nature and a ssis t in 
events among men. They 11.re i n this life made to b e the guardian 
angels of t rees and forest of' lakes and rivers . I ndAed Bu cl/ l1isr:1 
pe op les t h e u orld with g ood and wicked spirits a nd Milton might 
have found mat erial for . hio par-h ie .clescl'ipt ions in tlle Bt1cldl1ist 
icleas . Then besicles :the chal'a c t el' and miniGtry of these nats theiT 
six l1eavens are p ictured vrith all the lovelineGs that at t r act s an 
or i ental i rr1agination. In the l'I enli are t o be :found the rrord ]/ictures 
of t h ese heavens. So tl1a t. the Budc1hi st v.rol"shipper i s ever lool<.inc 
f'orvrard t o the pleasures enjmyecl in t he seats of the nats and in the 
hope of' inl1abi tine f or such l ong periods those del i ghtful 1 ... eg i ons. 
Hei·e then we have the very s ecret of' the hope cherishecl by the e;rea t 
body of' Buddhists in t he Ol'din~l.ry ranks of' life . Among these 
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people tr1e doctrine of' the soul do c-;s not seem to l.:; e questioned . 
They look f'ol .. ward rli th n sibmilar intel"'est to those who acc e:;:: t 
the s oul theoryJto the worlds t ~ i.at await tl1en1 ancl in this vray it 
se ems that the doctrine that cleath ends all for the part icu.lar 
existence and that the neyr existence has no identity nor. l(nowleclge 
not thought of the :eollowing 1 has no }')OUel" amonc t ll f'· body of the :peOl'J le 
Just as the atheis t ic theory of the scholastic orBe d has r esulted 
in driving the :people into idolatry nnd :::mperstitun:, ·so the rejection 
of' irru.:1ortality has led to the neglect of' Nirvana. It is discussed 
academically. But for the ordinary Buddhist it has no povrer . He 
bu i lds on the six inferior seat s of' the nats and rrith the help of' 
_his butterfly spirit theory of' tbe soul forgets as well tlle ex-
planation that there is only a continuance of cl1a.ra cter a.nd thinks 
of' llir.nself' as res]!onsible for an exist ence in uhich so far a s I can 
see he expects to l1ave his pel .. sonality. This only goes to prove 
that the "instinct of' ir~nortality and the consciousness of' a spir-
itual and in•t.isible p e1 .. s onality are v ery strong in a ll men . 11 And 
now for a Tiord on the ethic s as indicated h ere. There i s no theme 
in the whole system of' Budclhism that so nmch demands a mont careful, 
_.../ 
patient study as this lliys!erious and altogether uonderful l aw of' 
KCJ.r :ca with its l"'emodelling by Guat ama. Now it apr eal .. S as a la\'1 of' 
nr ·c es s i ty when the universes are reproduced like unto each othel .. , 
now it appears as an illustration of f:re eclom when its results are 
exact~ly accorcling to the de 0ds of merit ancl demerit in each ind-
dividual case, no\'7 it looks like :;,_'atalisE when the n an starts F ith 
a n exi ::-o tence f'orned for him but over uhic11 he has no control to 
hindel .. it F.orlcing out itself <~: nd agai n it comes a free agency in 
that h e is able to shape his f'uture in tha t he beco e s the rf18.ker of' 
his ou n fate. But it s force as a mighty weapon is clear. The dogma 
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of' metenfs'ychos i s i n the hands of a rn·eachel"' of' t 1~e Buddhist f a ith 
1\ 
is intensely practical a nd is dealt uith. It is ethically helpful 
aust a s the :fear of a penalty ··and the love o:f happinea s is hel :pfttl. 
That the forS.e of a personal i mmortalit1', an identity of Axistence 
mus t be to create a new idea l that uould rise above the mere e :>ca:pe 
i'l"om l"~a in and bet.~ et an i clea... of fullness of life is true but has 
never been pos ::: ible to Bud •~U1ist thought fOl .. hO't'!eYP.r long t he s ix 
nat heavens may be, or however e; lorious and satisfYing the abocle 
may :prove , it is not f'reP- !1:•om chanc: e and nat and L1en in the nat 
country have to paGs on - there is stil l a Nirvana to stancl in the 
way of accepting the validity o:f life and sel"vinC to kill the hope 
of i r:a:..1ortali ty. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
DEFECTS VARIOUSLY REHEDIED. (Continued) 
Pr ayerlessness . 
Hel~e r;e have a system admitting no sura .. eme deity. So the1 .. e 
is no one to hear. The s age who l1as obtainecl BudcJJ1ahoocl no longer 
has consciousneoG of those rrho f'ollow after hin in the Path. As the 
rlar.~e of the candle he l1as gone out. He hear a not. He knows not. 
Moreover the charact er of' Karma gives no room for forgiveness . 
Each man suffers the result of his sinf'ul acts \7ithout hoy. e of' relief' 
or any assintance from ceremony or priest or prayer or saviour. He 
saves himself". There is none to help. By acting aright, in your 
9 m efforts you escape from all personal existence and all suff ering. 
Prayer is not provided f'or; there is no one to l1ear: pr ayer is not 
needed, solely by the self' he at t ains deliverance. Km .. ma is his 
only help and juclee . The eterna l, impersonal law is the court 
· of' appeal. And yet the need or praye1 .. and the tendency to pr ayer 
is by no means oblit erated in practical and r;opular f'ormr:> of' Budclil ism. 
The voice of' vra~r er is cm~iously express ecl i n a system that acknow-
ledges no n eed for prayer and promises no answe1... One or the c or;1mon 
exclamations of' a Burman when sudclenly af'f'righted in, ":paya k e. i ba 11 
or, nsave, God." They look to s oJ:le spiritual existence that hears. 
1:11e very ~norant may have in mind t h e · irrage but surely not all. 
I n their super st itions they may look to the nato to helv. I n general 
the:re seems to be an ill defined belief' tlmt such crrue s will lead to 
help althour;h t ·here is no hope held out i n the dogmac- of the teacl1ing 
Yet even to t he invention of' the prayer wheel and the s treamer 
swing ing in every bl"'eeze the devot e Ps of' Bu cldhism hav e modrif'ied the 
pray erlessness of the cre•"ld to annvrer more perfectly to the needs 
of' the 1 .. e lig ious nature. Fo1•nulae f'or prayel"S inv olving cl i l"'ect 
--
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petition there are none but formG of dAVOtion are taught. There 
are s ayine;s that are to be repeated over the rosary, doxolog ies 
for the public uorship, lauds of the Buddha for use at any :place 0 1~ 
time. Some of these are used :for :private devotions at night time. One 
Aenosticism. 
Tl1e type of' agnosticism .found in the sl{stem of Guatama is 
IDa.l"ked and llas been l~eprcbduced in moder n thoughtin no small degree. 
Po s itivim!1 by Auguste Comte has a :fair reproduction. As to the first 
cause he denies tlle possibility of' such l(nowled.g e and discourages 
the discussion of such probler:~.s. Thel~e are passageG in the Buddhist 
wTiting s that s e em to deny the existence o:f a deity outright. I n the 
sut ta Nipata vre lmve these words:- "Without a cause and u nJ\.noun , is 
the life of' morfals in this world." The existence is never admitted. 
The uhole system i s absolutely without God. Still there are those 
who "Ftould i nt ·or y.ret the teaching and attitude of Guatama l"ather as 
thoroughly agnostic. I:f so i t comes to be practically atheism. 
He at times taught that such quest ions uere o:f nmp :profit, and that 
man could not comprehend the11 only a Buddha. },{ol~ally the e:ff 'Act 
se Ams to be very much the same . Under other sections vre have discuss e 
the i m:personalism o:f the Buddh ist ethic G and the effect. The p oints 
referred to ne ed not be repeated here . '£his may be said however 
tl1.at t11e agnost i cisn1 in some :form takes hold of' the Dudcll1ist mind. 
Discuss the quest ion of creat ion, 01 .. th8 f'irst cause rri tll a Burman 
and you vrill find his mind made up. He does not know. Neither does 
he believe tha t it is p o::mible to be known. The univeroe changes 
and the lari i s eternal. To him it is all eterna l. There is no 
exrlanation f'or man. The pel~tinaci ty n ith VThich he will cling to 
the position that he doe s not l<:. nmv and you cannot know is v ery ma r ked. 
The same w.an who vrill acce:pt all the story of the r:;ytllological 
rnira cler:3 of' the legend of Guatama, who believes in all the secondary 
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caus es a nd the inferior heavens, who believes in the cl:ef.t.s.. that 
inhabit those regions and in the fear make::; of'f'el~ings to the local 
spirit s tha t ieht :t1arm him or his family will still be unbelieving 
in the n1a.t t er of' the f'irst cause and cling to the most persistent 
agnost icism. The disciples of Herbert Spencer :may claim the utter 
inability oi~ the Ei nd to knou the u nknowable and the disciple of 
Auguste cornte ma.y deny the poss ibility of our ever l~nowing whether 
there is or is not an unknowable but the Buddhist will even go 
faJ.:•thel~ if pos s ible he will deny the }')rofi t the wisdom of discussing . 
m1ch questions . A:part f':eom Kar ma and the law by rrhich we escape 
f'rom tl12 suffering existence the Buddhist 14su:,remely agnostic as to 
t h e supreme cau se, the explmia tion of' the nniverse . 
Out o:f his agnosticism r,rov:s hrr;s confidence in \That h e ·r.;elieves 
can be known of ignorance a.ncl concupis cAnce and anger as the secondary 
causes . Secondary causes in this life and the inferior heavens in 
the next become the foundation of his faith and the insp iration of 
his conduct . The ordinary mc'U1 has no hopA but to b P. reborn. To be 
reborn rr*ll is enoue;h f or him. He wi ll try for nothing :i:1igher. 
This is all he can know. This he believes he can l~now and to this 
he cling s even thour;h the highest t eaching of the SakarriUni is thereby 
neglected. 
Pess i r::-ct.m:1 . 
One is struck uith sur])l~ise nhen we l~ead of tl1e En lightened 
One as the Budc1ha fincla r!hat th P. Enlightemr.ent is. ln1a t mean the 
the beams that radiate u p on us f':rom the Bocli - Gaya . It is the 
pessimstic and uttm·ly onesided vim'I of life that Exist ence is a:n 
evil. All forms of existence are suf'f'el~ing. Ces :=:ation tllel .. Afrom 
comes tlu .. ougll s elt' restraint and extinction of' desire . The renun-
ciation of the self of personal existenc e is the goal of all 
niseries ancl transmi grations . It was the preaching of this doctrine 
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the fourfold r .atl1 that was the :first and last mensar:e of the Light 
of Asia. It in ir:tpo3sible not t i; dwell on the one s i ded chal'actel' 
of this teaching . There is a morbid adherence to the one side of 
mis el'Y. There is neg ligence of' the por:::s ibilities of a constructive 
use of the misery of life. Existence l1as to be extinguished to escaPe 
it s suffering. Here is a quotation Getting forth his gos:rel ;- "Birth 
is suffering . Decay is su:f:fel'inc;. Ar::Jsociation n itl1 object s we hate 
is suffering. Sevaration f'::rom obj acts we love is suffering . Not 
to obtain uhat we de s ire is nuffering. Cline;ing to the five elements 
of existence is suffering . Complet e cer:~Bation of thirst and clesire 
is cessation of' suffer ing . This is the noble truth of suffering." 
Men uondel"' that a system with m.tch a goal could have attracttons 
for life. Some have soueht to explain it as :fitt 8d to the Oriental 
r.1ind. This view has never commended itself' to me. As I see Burmans 
Buddhists they love life. They do not long f'oT ·annihilation. Nor 
does escay,e from existence seem to be~onced i'or a i m of any class 
that I have met. Whatever has caused this ascri:rtion of difference 
to the oriental as differing :from the western mind is I think due 
solely to the long centurien of· pantheistic BrallDanism and atheistic 
BU.d:.J1ism botll of' which alike do away with individual i mmortality. 
The les s ening power of' the sy stems is more justly int erpreted as 
meaning the inadequacy o:f the reli~ious systems, both founded on 
a false philosophy. The oriental mind is not so widely clifferent 
fi'" om the occidental and in contrast with the pessimsim of I3UdcUlism 
there is surely ground for hope that the oriental mind will show 
it self' equal to choosing all that is b r-·s t from the east as rell as 
the west. And in doing this it would only be keepine to the eclectic 
--.__ SlJll"'it of Bu.dclhism one of its saving f'eatureslil. 
not only is BudcU1ism pessi:cd.stic :from its onesidetre s:::~ but in 
'\ 
the emphas i s that is put on suffering in its regular devotions . 
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', e are told tha t the fiv e eler.1ents that make the aegr Agate of 
~- a living beir~ are:- f orm, sensation, perception , consciousness , 
intellect. Examine these prop erties severally tll~/ ·wi l l all be 
found to ·I'Je subject t o aneks 8. , duka a nd anatta , that i ::; to cha:r.tg e, 
pain and illusion. Now t h e I'eligious meditation i s direct ed to 
this fact. The devotee countinc. his rosary i s l"er;eating constantly 
tl1e tln•e e , chanee , pain, illus ion. Inst abj_li ty pervades hell, the 
abode of man , heaven a nd the higher worlds. T1lis ]Jrincip l e o:f 
chane;o, ins t ability should be meditated into the mi nd , s o fasten , 
so t ransfi:r: the mind, that no deltil.sion of a contrary nature may evBr 
attract us. He i s to r eflect that there is nothinr; ab idint:, nothing 
st able in this world. We cannot call ours nlves proprie tors of' 
what we pos ;;;; ess , \"Te gai n to lose. V!e are born to die. \'!hat exists 
today dinappears tomorr ovr . Change inces ~~ ant, change every where. 
This is one side of' the Buddhists medita tion. Another is pain. 
The whoel world greaneth and trav n. iletll in pai n . l!ii series and 
~ 
suf'f'ering mer-::t the eyes everyuhere . Danger , cliffic~lty, a nd death 
a1 .. e t he lot of all. The wi se lllall meditates on the miserieG 
a t t endine b irth , deat h , existenc e , old aee. I ':orn out E1an ent ers 
a c av e f or refl·eshing rest. As ho is about to lie dm'.rn a n in:t'l1r iated 
tiger apiJears. So i s every one uho is deluded to think t hat he 
rMy r; et enj oyment out ot the rnaterial existence. ~'he thircl theme 
of s rjecia l r. editation is illusion . We :fincl all illusion . There is 
a false persuasion which 1uat.es us thinl\. "this i"' a foot, a hand, 11 etc 
t.ut th(·m these ar e only fOl" IT. and name , only an ill usion. Ev eJ."Ythingg 
is thus illusion a nd the wise ma n meditating on chanr·e, pain , illusion 
finds nothing worthy of consideration. He d ivorces h i mself' f'r om 
the world.. Hf': holds it i1:1 supreme disrust. 
Then when \'Te bear in mi nd that even in the Nat countr y there 
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is not h ing corresponding to futm"e lif'e in the cln .. istian s ense, no 
·~ i r.'lT:1or :fiality of' the same Goul, when ue f'nrther knovr that :Nirvana 
the d istant but final goal is so neeative i n char act er as to b e at 
best tant amount t"!i th a nn i hilation , n~ c erkinly have reason !.>stand 
astonished at the pess i Listic chro.,acter of' theoretical Buc1c1hism. 
11 Wl1at we see and pel"ceive by means of our senses p oBs ess no 
reality . It is r11e1,e illusion . Our j_gnoranc e of' the rea l s tate 
o:f thillge d eceives us, by making us believe i n the realit-y· odr 
ob j ects t hat only ephenAr a l and illusionary existence. Our senses 
are the ins truments t hat procu1,e unto us g eneral illusion. By a 
strict analysis \"Te find them to be a col!Ipound of' the f'our elements 
and liable fo diss olution and destruction . A livinr, being has cer:hain 
attributes uhicll are the BUIJJ!Ort of' ita existence, but those a t t :ll:ibute 
are a compound. o:f the elenents sebjected to the same modi:f'ications 
of' reproduction and destruction and dein•ived of' exist ence the being 
vanishes away . TherA rer:a i n nothing bu t na me and form. But does 
what we c a ll form possess a real existence? mndoubt edly not . It 
is a mere phantom ill u sion . There is no world really existinr;. 
In fact he denies the existence of' nmt ter and s pirit.• 
A pe1,t i nent ques t ion at onc n ar i ses . Row has a system s o 
prayerl ess , agnost ic and pes ~d:cistic come to b e the Cl, P F·cl of' s o 
many d if'ei•ent nations a nd tribes. Especiaaly may thi3 be asltecl o:f 
the BurL~ans . They are f'ar from a despondi ng or g loomy or :pessir:d.stic 
people . The ansv!er llas to be that tl1es e s cho l astic academic theorie s 
o:f Bucl:'U1 i s m do ent PI' into the popular belief'. lnle:re t hey do t lley 
are lwdif'ied. The relig ion progres s ed in it s day of' mis s i onary 
activi ty by the zeal of its mis s ionai·ies, t l1eir self-deny i ng lives, 
the 1 .. eaction of' t h e humane bl"'Otllerhood that breathed i n Budclhism 
against the old Brahma.nical caste a nd creed . Its t enr.ooral"'Y heavens 
-~-
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af:forded hope to all. Its Km.~ma rerrardecl the goocl deeds of all, its 
eclocticism brought in ]!ersonality f 'rom tl1e old anir_:istic bP-liefs 
and tl1e absti'Use, abstract parts of the sy3tem were never laicl hold 
of by the :people in generaf. •• I n siam a s in Burma the mass of the 
peoiJle do not attempt Nirvana, they assu me only the layr!8.n 1 s E"1oral 
code of moralit)r. Mr Alabaster in his CaJ."'eful discus s ion of po:pu-
lar Buddl1ism says, "The ordinary Siamese ! ·ever troubles h ir.:J.Self 
about Nirvana; he does not even mention it. He believes virtue \"fill 
be rermrcled py ;oing to heaven( sa1"an); and he talks of heaven not 
of Nirvana . Buddlla he will tell you has entered Nirvam'~. , but he for 
his part do eo not look beyond sa-wan. The man of' erudit ion would 
considm" that heaven is not eternal. The ordinary Siamene does 
not consider ullether it i c eternal or not. 11 The ordillaJ."'Y Bu..rr.aa.n 
Buddhist TD.B.:t be described as es s entially the same ir1 his thought 
and practice •• It is tne natpyi, the tern:porary heavens , that he 
has before him. That count1~ is peopled and described in a way that 
is bles s edness to the oriental mind. To that he may go. Tl1 nre 
he may l"eruain millions a nd quadrillions of yero"' s . There will be 
tiroo enough then to p lan o:f Nirvan:1. In the meantime he will try 
to keep the layraan 1 s code , eat, drinl~ and be mel"'l"'Y. 
The l..iiraculous and 8Pll"'it- worship. 
That the supernatural fills a large p lac e in Buddhiot legend 
and in BudcJ:1ist belief is a ue llknown fact. The mind HDJ.st be 
creclulou:-:; that can accept its wondel"'ful displays of poue1 ... and its 
too often rn:tf.ile clescri:ptions and narr atives. Just ho-rr Guatama ancl 
11is disciples make room for the mirRclP- with his law oct Ka1~ma. is not 
clear. But then consistency in tl1e scheme would be too m.J.cll to 
expect. And -v:e have the fUllest account o:f the miraculous in the 
legend of Guatama himself'. So f'ull and so 111arkecl is this Li. ~~, 
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r.-:;ytholo~ical fe ature" that it has been pronounced a n intellectual 
l'reakness just as the absence of t h e l1ie;h postulates ar e na:cks of 
its moral weakness. 
Let us briefly note some of' these miracles. But bef'ore doi~ 
so 1'!8 should not e that the scri-ptures of' Buddhism make no claim to 
a s:vecial inspiration. There is no dynamic nor plenaJ..,Y doctrine of 
inspira tion to prove their correctness. They came by n~n and claim 
only the hut~S.n authority. AG a r.oatte1, of' fact there is no well 
attested ncripture. There is nothing to compare with the v erified 
scriptures of' the old and new testaments. But these records abound · 
with the accounts of wonders. The power to work rrdxacles is one ot 
the rewards or knowledge found in the great enlightemnent. And this 
is a power thnt may not be assu~ecl by tlle ordinary wearer of the 
yello~ robe. In this the wisdom of the founder was seen. 
The leeend abounds throuchout all Guatama 1 s struggles marked 
by the vronderf'Ul. His wan a 101 . story. Throuvh all his existences 
he southt the ten virtues liberality, obedience to the la't7, solitude, 
wisdom, benevolence, patience, truthf'Ulness, courage and a ndif:t'erence. 
He illustrated the tllre r-; gT eat wo1,ks of' as~liGtnnce to parents 
and relativen, off eri:nt;s uith keJ;ping o:f the la 1, ancl benevolent 
dis-positions toward all sent i ent be ine . These great uorks were 
ever on his heart . Then in obedience to the lattr he made the five 
great renouncements - wif'e, children, property, life, self. And as 
he stru.o-c~ led on in this ::rhirlpool marks of' hiB pov1er and ~lory 
were rn8.nif'ested. In eve1~ step we are met uith wonders, the story 
. 
..... 
of the hor se Kant.,__ka, the cup f'loating uplmrdn in the stream as a 
sign that he should be a Buddha, hio contest with the evil one 
--:--... att endecl by tlle nats ancl brahmas . From ten thousand l"forlds they 
gather to rej chice with him in hin victory. All nature j oinecl in 
obeisance . The tor,s of' the branches of' the Bodi tree drcipy1ed o·rer 
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him and caressed his garment rJ , Tfh i le at the moment of attaining 
the enlightenment ten thousand worlds shook with such violence that 
the hairs of the head stood on end. His power over nature was con-r-
plete. When the rain in torrents overflowecl the count~y he created 
a c'lr1/ road in the midst of the uaters and the dust filled the air. 
His preaching was ac companied by ~iracles to give ~ei~ht to his 
uo1"ds and serve as convinci~ evidence of the :pouer of his doctl,ine. 
The story of' the con~Jersion of' Kathal:a \"!hich called t'orth his un-
bounded ability to work. t::.iracles is a sample of this fact. To quote 
far t her woulcl be wearis~me. The Karma l'ras at times invoked as in 
the healing of' the illness of Thoodaudana. .But just here comes in 
the nwst erjr, the complexity of' the t eacllinr;. Just h ow the resultant 
of moral action ac:corcling to the unvaryinr; law can yet be explained 
as uorking like some mighty ag ent renders and mirac l es is one of 
the r;uzzles of' the teaching . "It is a thing which can in no T'ational 
'iTay be explained o l~ account Ad f'or." 
NoTr all this story of' wonders leaves its mark on the :peo!)le. 
A crAclulous, supB1'Stitious bAlief' in tlle supernatural intervention 
is :found everywhel"e. And while the source of their working is not 
clearly explained cro rcls c an be gathered and pilgrimages undertaken 
0,u_~(UJ 
to see the marvels that are declared a nd which still vreak.ens the 
1\ 
sane and judicial thout;ht of' the masse::; of' the people. Shutting 
out the true supernatural has only opened the door :for the :false 
a nd supArstitious. 
There is no Providence as there is no Provider. But here we 
have an illustration where the Creator being d.enj:ed, the relig ious 
nature has not failed to show its reaching out to a hit:her source 
in the exaltation of' the creat1u•e. This is true in the deifica tion 
of Guatama. But . it is still more patent, still more close l y verified 
by the world of' spirits about the Burman and whom he fears and feasts. 
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Wit110ut a deity he finds in them the supernatural l)r esence to note 
his doing s and to demancl f'rom him homage and uorshi:p. The academic 
t eaching of the monastery excludea utterly a present or irnn.anent 
personality. There is no eye that neither slumbers nor s leepe. Like 
the vision in Jean Paul Richter's Titan, Guatama uent on nnd on in 
the universe and came back only to tell the ti'embling children by 
the graves, o children, you ha:ve no Father. 11 0 children, there is I143 
eye only an eyeless s ocket." Small wonder tllat the firea go out on 
the altars of Buddhism. They are k.e:pt alive by this norld of spirits. 
In the first place the:ce are the Gpiri ts g ood and ill o:f the Buddhist 
universe. Fo:r the dogmas, we have al:reacly seen, people the heavens 
above and the hells belm • The nata of the inferior heavens do 
not forget the manworld and the rm.mcl earth is never: alone; above, 
below nnd in the air are innumerable tl~o~s of the su:pF'cnatural 
b e int;G. some of these as the spirits to which ue have already 
r e ferr ed. The Thagya Min, the kine of the nat countl"Y, descends 
evel"Y neu ~ear a nd his advent is the dawn of the incoming year. 
Other help and interest may be expected. nut we wiah to speak now 
more especially of the nata that belong to the ances tral g eniolatry. 
Theae exercise a constant i nfluenc e on the daily lifo of tho Burnnn 
Bucldhiat. In many cas e a these ancestl"al ·enii have distinct history 
Ol" ler.rends. They are specially connected with definite fields of 
influence. They liave theiJ:• s phere-$ . In some instances they have 
apecialp...bodes. In others there is lliuch indefiniteness . Take for 
example the belief akin to tha t of guardian angels. Tlw Bu.rwa.n 
believes that he ia attended by evil as well as r;ood spirits and one 
tradition hao it that six good and six evil Sllirits are the personal 
attendant s , the body guard of each individual. Thus life beg ins and 
ia carried t··orward under the spirits. But then they are definite in 
their offices. Take the house s p irit. No hous e is erect ed save 
r 
I 
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the posts at the top are covered in defere nce to th i s hou:3e n 8.t. 
In many cases you l'Till find in tl1e veranda a waterpot is kept 
de dicated to the spirit. This llas special po ,er in the nay of' 
protection. Not only this but in many houses at the south end 
thm.~e will be hune a cocoanut to the same nat. Of'f'eringn are made 
to th11s nat to keep auay danger and sickness . The uater sprinl~ led 
ma~r protect against epidemic. Thus th fo1Y live a life believing in 
the presence and power of' the supernatural guru.~dian spirit. They 
even believe a sudden intruder beaning evil vrill be t el~l"OI· izecl by 
this sentinel who does not like to be disturbed. And this spirit is 
a true Burman in racial descent. He is called Hagayi. on earth 
long a~o he was a blacksnuth. He uas falsely ohar~ eu and put to 
death. His quee n sister pArished v1ith him at the stake and both 
became nats. A royal order in later times orclered all houses to 
suspend the cocoanut. Thus it is that the whole home life is per-
meated by the nat influence. 
Nor is this all. We have but to g o to the borders of the 
villace. There we shall find a s t ructtu"e erected f'or the village 
spirit. It differs greatly. Sonetimes it is hung in a treP. 
sometimes it iz a very srn.all structure near the ground. In larger 
villages there may be a s mall room and a r lace f'Ol" the i :rna g e of the 
na t. But the essential f'eattu"' e is that the whole village has to 
do ui th the Sl?iri t. A cm"ious custom provails in the more distant 
parts of holdi~ up his plate of food and offering a prayer to this 
village nat 'before it is eaten. We mention thise illustrations of' 
the prevalenceand porrer of this regard for the nats. It is found 
lin hut and palace alike. Tl1e most p ious o:f Burmese k ine;s , a devout 
defender and upholder o-r the faith, w11en lle :rounded the city of 
Ma ndalay sacrificed a woman that h er spirit r i ght become the guardian 
spirit of' the royal city. Thel"'e are s:pirits who have social power 
and awaken dread. There are others that are more benign. In the 
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CHAPTER • . 
C 0 N C L U S I 0 N. 
Our study has been, in r;eneral, of' Southern Budclliiom the type 
ar10ng modern forms r.aost closely allied to the primi tivF) creP-d . 
More particularly we have broug;ht into viww tl1e Budc1.hism of' Burma as 
an i lluat l"ation of' the Southern t y]!e. In our estimates of' theoretical 
Buddhism ue found it a religious movement springing f'rom and rooted 
in Brru1~anism, t hou&ha reaction rrom and reformation of' the older 
~3ystem. In its philosoPhic basis r.hile f'indine; its roots in the 
philosopllios of' the tines yet Yie not ed mal"l<.ed distinct ionG. In the 
southern expression we :found it rat erialiotic and atheistic. The 
ethical banis is in Karma and the law o:f the Noble Fourfold truth. 
It relies on precepts and meditation in ethical life and lookn 
f'orvrard to its ·oal of' existence, Nirvanc:,., which ue f'ouncl to be the 
perfect quescence of' individual existence, of' personal self-conscious-
ness . In the ethical practise of Buddhism-as a popular relig ion we 
have f ound its singularly b&UtifUl and n~nif'old excellenc ies 
hav e seemed divest ed of' their power and ef'i'ectivenes::; by certain 
fundamental def'ect s in tlle aims and r ostulates of' the system. Amo~ 
its :many excellencies e noted the recor;nition of the penalty of 
sin but found the definition of' sin distinctly modified from the 
Christian and West ern idea. We savt one of the most attJ.."act i vn 
characteristics in the hLtrnaneness and benevolence of the system yet 
found, curiousl}r enouc::h , no large IH"actical results :following in 
developed philanthropy or high civ ilization. Its lofty precepts 
and paralJles of' morality \ie found lacked a sufficient supreme con-
trolling motive. We also sa~ that the i deal of' the Founder, while 
still manifesting its powel .. ove)." the :rreople in holding them loyal 
to the system, }ltet nhorn of its power by his ultimate a nni hilat ion, 
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the coldness and barrennes s of' the ultimate go r.. l. In the concluding 
chapters vre callecl at t ention to the three atriking features of' 
the crePd, no deity, no r;;oul and its pessi.mB.stic tendency. These 
we :found are :popularly abandoned and in In·actical lif'e their :place 
is :filled by eclecticism :fl~om ancestral animism, by the exaltation 
of the inferior heavens, by a deification of' the Buddha and the 
worshi:p of' images and relics. Thus in r;ractice polytlleisrn and super-
stitlhon take the place of the deity cancelled and the ideal nat 
heaven g ives popular mind the belief' in the soul as an entity and 
the hope of' an il='..rnortality not endless but of' :fabulous duration. 
The practical ethics come to be the ethics of' theoretical Buddhism 
r.o.odi:fiod by spirit worship, idolatry, and a f'Uttire lif'e. 
In concluoion llOTI shall we regard this old and in some res1)ects 
gigant i c syotem. When reduced to its lowest terms we think. it L:ust 
be classed with the impersonal systems of neceosity. Tl1e law of' 
Karma needs study and investigation. It should be set f'orth in 
the lir;ht of" the uhole BudcUlist litel·~ture 8.nd citations given to 
1mke clear its meaning or meanings. Of' Karma as underlying the 
ethics we l1ave spoken. So f'ar the meaninr; is clear. But surely 
this utterly abstract conception of' lav.r is more than an Athical 
f'orce eternal and unchangeabl r... . cove1•ed with its ethical halo we 
are apt to :forget that it is metaphysical as r.ell as moral. It is 
a metaphysical abstraction in which is hidden the ontoloc;y of the 
system. In one view it ehares a dualism YTith the ej;ernity of' matter; 
in yet another pos::dble view neither .1atte1, nor spirit are things-
in- themselves and this law eternal produces and reproduces in the~ 
almost endless cycles of' Buddhist periods; All is transient, 
sufr'ering and illusory, This looks like a nihilist closA. But 
here is the esential :fact that whateve1, vleu you take you 118.ve the 
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Karm_,.'J. apiJarently in both the ethical ::tncl metaphysical spllel~e . The 
way seems rather unclear but we aJ." o i~orc ecl to think i f' we think to 
the conclusion thatKarma is doublefaced at onc f'l moral and ontolog ical. 
The ethical idfla of Karma, as 't'Ie have intir'..ated, is quije clear. 
But that the founder o:f Buddhism could a ttach it to transrrd gration 
and yet r etain the meteiil.J)sycllOeis is not s o clear . Plainly, however, 
this is t he intention . So the Ka.J."ma becomes the substitute for 
the soul iheory. But r111en this law o:f Karma is also r:1ade the force 
that creates or produces the universe, destroys and then re11roduces 
again the Burmes e universes r.e :find it playin the role of :first 
cause. Thel"e can be no L10l"al quality in thi~s. And if'!-_ this 
entire univArse with its innumerable inhabitant s of different 
ordero is only illusion then moral quality c an no more be thought 
of as inhering in the illusion of the thing than in the thing itself 
if it Ani.sted. In this P!"Oduction o:r the t.miverse we find that 
Karma is made lTietaphysical. so tha t an impersona l laTJ , a :pure 
abstraction is made to :fill the place of' both the deity and the 
soul. However uns atisf'acto:cy this may be as a solution o:f the :problem 
o:f ontology it is really no more so than othel"' would be explanations 
o:f the impersonal neces sity. 
I n confirmation of' the above we may elwell f'or a moment on 
three }lointB already :r-:J.flt in thfl discus s ion. And first we note 
again its pronounced, eL~hatic and i nd isput abl e i mpersona lism. As 
we know the ,reat problemP of' ontolo~ _ f'ind solution along t wo lines. 
To these two lines of' explanation we are :forevel" cl ut up. All the 
syst Ams however variant may be reducecl to one of the t l'ro either to 
mechanical imr>ereonal causality, a s~rs:t;em of' necessity or secondly 
we must trace the problem back to a supreme ac t ive inte~ligence in 
vrhose personali t~.r ue :find the solution o:f existence and life. That 
tlle system of Buddhism has its roots in ir:1:p e1"'sonalism no one familiar 
with its doe;mas will deny. The clA:finitr; statements on this point 
already quotedr:l the testimony of the most learned interp1. .. eter 
both eastern and vresterH, adherent and non-adherent; and the present 
dogmas of Pali Buddhism as taught in the cloister are all the evi-
dence that need be called for. Such evidFmco is convincin ·• There 
is no deity and death ends all there is of personal existence. Here 
then we come to the only possible alternative~ utter impersonality. 
This we accept as proven. But just at this point Tie are met by a 
paradox. Buddhism holds to, teaches and lives by a belief in order , 
teleology and morality. All t hese are found in both the academic 
and :popula1. .. forms. They lie on the surface. They are admitted. 
They are made use of'. Elements strictly in accord '\"lith personality 
alone, elements tl.'"lle to the deepest s ensA of' pe1. .. sonal existence in 
man, are taken and attached and made to inhere i n an iLwersonal 
law. And this l au i s an abstraction, the mental product o-r an 
attempt at lot ical explanation, the fruit of the irnag ination, and 
~ 
never empiri cally derived from existence. .Apart from the single 
fact that we reap what \7e sow all this Karma has no VArif'ication 
~ 
in exp ~rience. It as if the great Hindu sage h ad looked into 
his own 8Xp er i ence and found thel"e in his own :personality the marks 
Trhich llll.lst be basa l in the fundamental reality in ordel"' that this 
reality can be appreciated by mind and then attached these lLJarks 
not to a supreme :DArsonality but to a n abstract impersonal lav.. 
Herein is to me the contradiction of and inpos s ibility or Bud~1ism 
as a pllilosoiJhical, ontolog ical system. Here is its. grAat excellence 
and its llopeles~=> defect. BuclcU1ism holds to an ontolOf;Y t hat delivers 
it over to abs traction, to nAc essity that commits itself to tlle 
11atv~ .. alistic scheme growing out o:f the resident :forces in 111atter1 if 
-~-
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matter is admitt ed; or if r::at t er is rejected as a thing in itself" 
then to tl1at abstraction of' Karma which through ignorance begets 
the il l usion . Thus an abstraction as law f'ills the place o:f abstrac-
tion as a spiritual :princip l e, c a lled the deity in the older Brahrnaniam 
The abstract law excludes the idea of' deity but in the la:.Jt ana lysis 
both are in the sphe1 .. e o:f the impersonal in the domain of' n.ecessi ty. 
In either . case we are lost in tl1e Jwpeles s rec;res s and in t he 
log ical equivalence of cause and effect. The universe becomes a 
great self'-run::1inr::; rnachine under the power of an imp ersonal lan of' 
Lioral abstraction, which thing seems i n itself' a contradiction. We 
reach the conclusion that the great f'act s of' ordei', pm .. r,ose and 
the moral nature which Budc.Ulism acllnits can never be l .. ationally 
explained or f'urnished Ly its inwersonal ontology. Herein again we 
say we f'ind the strength and g lory of" the system and herein its 
weakness and failure. Over against Budill1ism we nust place a clear 
f'orcef'nl and if' possible an unanswerable presentation of a free active 
personal intelligence ~s the supreme cause, a cause rho holds in 
his unp icturable world of' power the unity and continuity of' all, 
uho i s the source of" the order , the purpose and the morality that 
Buddhis1.1 and all men admit. In tnansc ~7ndental empiricism ue have a t 
once the antdthesis and the answer and antidote t o this Eudclhist 
~f.-
ontology. We may not agree
1 
cannot agrnP;t{;i th h i ll'1\in the moral pronr 
inence which he soucht to g iv t? the system a nd the long continuance 
of the docmas must be ascribed to the f'act that he recognized 
tu.ndanental ideas ancl, in humane devotion 1 longed to ive relief', 
salvation from suffering to a struggling humanity. Its t;:2.. . r:at defects 
I 
and limitations the relifious sense of' n·,an has sought to :modifY 
ao we have seen . In the uords of' Goethe: 
.. 
Ein gu.ter n enech in s einem dunkel n Drange 
Ist s icll des recl1t en Tleges wohl beVlU. r-:.r.; t ." 
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On another point rl'" e may dl'Tell for amoment. We consideJ., the f'unda-
lllent a l view of human life in the system of' the Sakyar!.1uni. The con-
ception of' the supreme first cause, the concep tion o:f human life 
these are the bases o:f e t h ics. Into these the roots and principles 
of moral life inhere. From these they s})riT1..g a nd a.re nurtured. 
Vl e have noted tlle Buddh i st ontoloe;y. Now what is :ltalast and deepest 
word in anthropology? Tlle noble :fourfold tJ.~th leaves us in no 
p err1lexity. 1 Pain, the cause of pain, cessat ion f'rorr. pain, the path 
to cessation from pai n this is t he sunlffiary of the teaching , this 
the enlightenment tha t c ame forth fi"om the Buddha Gaya. Exi s t ence 
. is an evil. The sole salvation is non-existence, n on-consciousness . 
Can r;e consider this an adequate and rational conce:ption of' our 
existence? Sorrow, sut'rerine all admit. But io tllere no p l ac e , 
no Iilis s ion f'or suff ering? Must it be a c c epted as a proclamation 
against all existence? Here u e come to idely diveJ."gent vieTTs of' 
lif'e . I s life an illusion and an evil to be gotten J.,id of or is it 
a norm, the basis o:f an im:rnortalit~r tha t i s to be developed into 
:t'ulne ss of life? Are the long ings and i ntuitiono general in humanity 
mere illusions and desire to be starved a nd el'adicated or are they 
g ifts of a higher order, a r>recious posBeasion, pre,nant with 
large pot entialities and containing in themselves the pattern and 
pledge and prOIIhecy of a noble evolution upward? Herein lies the 
very cJ.~lJ. of the difficulty, the point that so widely differ entiates 
the thought of' Budclllism fi"om t he thoue ht o f the Vtest. Buddhism 
regards existence as an evil and an evil to be got t en rid of' by 
the -~illine; of cles iJ." e , the desire f or any form of' existence. Each 
man works for his own e.xt·inc t ion . Pusl1ed to it s legitim3.te goal 
such a t heory means the suicide not of' each i ndividua l but of a 
universe. The only secw:·i t y f or the contir,uation o:f the univer s e 
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is the continuation of' that desire that begets l~ebirtll. All virtue 
is 1 .. e lar ded , all arahatslli:p crowned by extinction. The contl~ast 
betwe nn this Yiew and the view that makes life valicl, that superin-
duces rnorali ty over every phase of' the normal nat1-1ral li:t'e of' man, 
~ that adheres to the ideal of' grouth development in an unending 
existence :puts the Buddhist ideal as f'ar from the other as the east 
~ \_j 
is f':rom the Tiest. The gulf' is more than fixed. There is an 
antagonism. 
Life is real; lif'e is earnest; 
And the grave is not its goal, 
i:::; the vel'dict of' men in many lands. But Buddl1ism alike in thP-
' 
monastery and in the street proclaims that li:f'e is illusion, suffering 
and transiency and that it is these in the most intens ive meaning 
o:f tl10 r:1 e tel"lnS. 
Just here ue find a :paradox par a lle :..::. . to \--rhat ue found in 
ontoloz:y. WA find such a pessi mistic vieu of' existence acconr.oanied 
by the most saintly and beautifUl prec erot and parable inculcating 
l!'..orality. But l'Te know that the laws of' navigation never rllade a 
ship nove and laus of' t:rav i ty never hold in its orbit a single. 
Law and code are not enouth . To Andu e them with po~er is to borr ow 
from a personal world. It i s putting into them what does not belong 
to them. !rhia may be done in the discusnions and logical fallacies 
o:f theory but i n practical life it r.uust fail . The power behind 
will ~,eri:t)r itself' in history. At this court of' appeal ue believe 
the view of' existence of' hurr~n li:f'e .put forward in Buddhism has 
already :failed. We nust rP-ly on our faculties as trustworthy. We 
cannot retain knouledge and declare life an illusion. The lc.nowledge 
the Buddl1a also becomes untrustworthy. So ue submit that the ideal 
of' human li:fe :presented in the system is neither adequate nor yet 
-
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And our last thought is that however we rnay .regard the points 
of' dif'f'e.renc e between our own thought and the dognJa.s of· s outhel"n 
Budlhism there still remains the indisputable fact that it i s a 
monument to t he relig ious nature of' 1r.an. There is mueh to learn in 
its study. There aa need still for specialist work on its ontoloe7 
and ethics. There is a call for a Personalism in Philoso11hy and 
as basis in it. <=! rrthic 0. to lay hold and appropriate the truth that 
the great system contains. vre can never withold otF' admiration f'rom 
the ideal ~iven to the Budill1ist monk as his aim centuries before 
Christ. And this quotrttion may be a fitting close to shovr that 
the •greatest of the Hindus• has a just clai~m to universal regard:-
" Whosoever is desir()us of doing g ood and of' striving after tha t 
state of perfect peace - Nirvanam, must be without guile, UJil .. ight 
and conscient ious , mild in word, friendly, modest, cont ent, and of' 
few want s ; r!i thout care, of restful heart, TTi thout arrogance and 
\7ithout avarice. He nust do nothing low, but aluays live according 
to the sacred doctrine in tbought , word, and deecl, and, having 
become confirmed in the knowledge of' the f'our Noble Truths, should 
~-blamelessly tread tl1e Noble Eightfold Path. Let hi1:·, exul t at f'o~une 
nor be cast down at misfortune; success should not n:ake him ITOUd 
nor persecut ion depreosed. Let him altrays preserve the equanimity 
of' one who is free f'roru volition. 
"Let l1ir;1 ever remember , that it is not the robe that makes the 
Sl"amana , not the external observanc A of' oaths and rit es , not lif'e 
in the forest, :poverty and dependence, not knor'le~e and learning. 
l'l11oso is f:"'ree :from all sensual r)n.s r-:; ions , i n o:f pure heart and has 
overcome oel:fishness, he alone is a true disciple of' the Enlightened. 
Let hin , therefore, cultivate innel~ perfection, the attaim::ent of' 
l\.nowledge , equanitmhiy, a nd. benevolence. 
"Tor,;rar ;-, all livinr: beings, on earth ancl in the woJ."lds beyond, the 
vreak and the strong, the high and the low, the good and the bacl, tlle 
near a nd the far, let him be well disposed. 
'!Let him deceive none , threaten none, desp ise none, hurt none. 
As a mother on her only child, so let llir:1 , :full of eonwas s ion and 
b enevolenc e , look upon a l l beines every day and every hour. 
"As a dee:p mountain lake, }.JUre and unruffled , 1.Je the spirit of 
him ::rho vmlks along the Noble Eithtf'old Path. 
"Fo:r he who - :f'r e e from superstition and vanity, from hope 
and f'ear, passion and avarice , love Rnd hatred - lives in purity, 
uho has wholly oveJ."come the longing af'ter existence and has 
obtained true knowledge, will put an end to sorrow and new b irth, 
ancl enter Pe ace s upernal. tt ( Parinirvanam) 
"To shun all sin; the f'ul:filr.1ent of virtue; 
The purification of' thought: this is the law 
of' the EnlightenedJ" ( DllaLllilapada) 
